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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
' Numerous authorities in the area of reading have cited the impor-
tance of attitudes toward reading to reading performanceo Specific 
attention has been focused on the necessity of coping with negative 
attitudes toward reading as a f,irst St?ep .in remediation~ However, the 
specific relationship of attJtudes toward reading and levels of read-
ing ability has not been intensively exploredo In addition 1 the rela-
tionship between attitudes toward reading and actual behavior within 
the readi.ng situat,.ion has not .. b,een investigatedo 
There appeared to be an implicit. assumption that attitudes towards 
readi.ng. operate in an either/or f~shion 9 negative or posit:l..veo There 
also appeared to be an implicit assumption in the discussion of atti-
tudes towards readin.g 9 that: attitudes towards reading are independent 
of the situation,, that is., the specific psychologicalj social physical 
environment in which reading is performedo Such an assumption has not 
been held for the reading mate.rial itself 9 as readability and interest 
are taken into accounto 
Statement of the Problem 
This study compared attitudes of average and severely disabled 
readers toward readingi in addition)) attitudes toward reading were 
·1 
compared to behavior observable in the reading situationo Attitudes 
.t.oward re.ading were explared ia. several different situatiens» and the 
components of these attitudes a.s well as the intensity 0f these atti-
tudes were investigatedo The study attempted to explere the following 
questions~ 
1. Are there signi.fic.ant diffe.rences in att:i_tudes toward reading 
between average and severely disabled readers? 
2Ao Are there signi.ficant differences in attitudes taward readi.ng 
betwee:n severely disabled readers in grades 1-3 and grades 
4-6? 
2Bo Are there significa.nt differences in attitudes toward reading 
between average readers in grades 1-3 and grades 4-6? 
The fallowing questions were explored in terms of different reading 
situations: 
3Ao Are there sign:i.ficant differences between attitudes toward 
reading in different reading situations? 
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3Bo Ar.e there s:tgnH:!.car.t diffe.r.e..nc.es between ave.rage and severely 
disabled readers in di.ffe.rent reading situations? 
The following que.st.:ions were explored in te.rms of attitudes tcward 
re.adi.ng and behav:i..or i.n a reading situation.i 
4Ao Are the1re s:i..gnific.a:nt. -r.·elationsh.ips between. attitudes toward 
re.adi.ng ,;ind reading behav:i.ar :i.n a reading group? 
/+Bo Are there sign:i.fica.nt d:i.f.feren.ces be.tween the relationsh:!.ps of 
,., attitudes toward readi.ng and reading behavi.or in. average and 
severely disabled readers? 
The fellowing questions were. explored in referenc.e to types of behav~ 
iiu::s i.n a group re.ading si tuatiom 
5Ao Are there significant di.ffere.nc:es between average and severely 
disabled readers in terms of approach behaviors in an oral 
reading situation? 
.5Bo Are ther,ct s:!.gnifican.t differences between average and severely 
d:i.sabled readers in terms of avoidance behaviors in an oral 
reading situation? 
Sc. Are there significant relationships between approach and 
avoidance. behaviors in the oral reading situation? 
.5Do Are there s:Lgnifi.cant differences between average and severely 
disabled reade.rs approach behaviors in the silent reading 
situation'? 
.SE. Are there sign:i.ficant differences between average and severely 
di.sabled readers in terms of avoidance behaviors in the silent 
reading situation? 
SF o Are there si.gnifi.t::an.t: re.1ationships between avoidance and 
approach behaviors :i.n the silent reading situation? 
reJ.a.t:ionshi.ps between appn1,ach be.hav:1.ors 
:in the sile.nt and cral readi.n.g s:i.tu.ati.on., ,and be.t.·we.e,n avoid-
ance behaviors in thf,: si.lent and oral re.adi.ng situation? 
5Ho Are there s.igr,d.fi.cant d:iffe.rences be.tween average and severely 
d:ii.sable.d re.ad,n::s :in terms of an.x:i.ety :Ln. t.he orill reading s::U:u~, 
a ti.on? 
The follow-:1..ng qu.e:st:i.on.s we:re explored :i.n refe.t,cl.n.ce to the interr1ca.l 
clun::ac~.eristi.cs of attitudes toward read.J.:r.,,gg 
· 6 o Are there s:i.g;:1,.:l.ficant relati.o:nships among the internal com.pon'", 
ents of attitudes toward reading? 
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Need for Study 
The importance of attitudes toward reading and attitudinal change 
has been c.i.t.ed by m.any authors o Sherman (1949) stated that a pre-
re:quisite to remedial reading is the reduction of the individual~s 
!l.egative attitude toward readi.ng and t.he. reduc.tion of his own feelings 
of inadequacy as a readero Burfield (1949) categorically stated that 
before any substantial p:rogress can be made in reading, negative atti-
tude.s mu.st be allev:l'..ated. If the child~ s negative attitudes are not 
dealt with~ rep:ressi.en and avoidance of re:3ding may .result (Kunst, 
1949). The.se authorities did not~ however9 suggest how to measure 
attitudes, n.o:r did they investigate empirically the importance of read-
ing attitudes toward readi.ngo Although the literature is replete wi.th 
:i .. nvestigations G>f the dHferent fac.ters associated with reading dis= 
ability~ resear,:.h on the impo:rta.n.ce of attitudes toward reading has 
been lackingo This study attempted to explore this new frontier. 
DefiT:d.tion of Terms 
In order to measure attitudes toward reading, a highly structured 
·proje,:t:l.ve i'i1.str1,1ment was c.<:m .. struc.t:e.do Attitudes were co;.1.cept:ualiz<?.d 
as having three c.omponentsg c.ogn.it:i.ve~ affective and fan.tasyo Atti-.. 
tude:s were then (':,!:'l.tegoi:ized :i.n. tffl'.'ms of .approach and avcida.nce st.ate"" 
:me:occtSo Apprcach attitudes ·~,rere defined a.s verbal. statements whi.c:h move 
the c.h:l'.ld p1r1ychologic.a.1ly toward the readin.15 sit.uationo Avoidance 
attitudes we:>:e. deif ined as ve.rb,:11 statt?.ments which move the child away 
from the reading situati.ono The Reading ;!3e~avip:r Rating Scale was c.on= 
structed for this study ta measure behlilvier in the reading situat:iono 
(See Appendix A) Approach behavior was def:i.rv:d as behavior th,at m<Dves 
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the child teward the reading situation as indicated by scores on the 
Re.adin.g Behavior Rating Scale. Avoidance behavior is defined as behav-
ior that moves the child away from the reading situation, as indicated 
by sc®res en the Reading Behavior Rating Scale. 
In terms of atti.tudes, the reading situations were represented by 
different visual and verbal stimuli. In the case af behavior, 'the 
reading situation was either oral reading or silent reading in a group. 
For the purposes of this study 9 the invcastigator devised the following 
reading classifications& 
Average Reader was defined as a child in the first to third grade 
wh0se grade equivalent score en the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test was 
less than five moaths above or below his Reading Expectancy, or a child 
in the fourth to sixth grade whose grade equivalent score was less than 
one year above or below his Reading Expectancyo 
Severely Disabled Reader was defined as a child in the first to 
third grade whose grade equivalent 0n the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test 
was one <Jilr more years below his Reading Expec.tancy 9 er a child in the 
feurth te sixth grade whose grade equivalent score was two or more 
years below his Reading Expectancy. 
Reading Expectancy was defined as the level at which a chi.ld may 
be expected to read in terms of his mental ability and opportunity fer 
learning0 In this studyg the. Bond Formula was used to cempute reading 
expectancyg (Years in school x io§ 0~+ loOO (Bond and Tinker 9 1967)0 
Delimitatiens 
Sr..@pe of the. Studyi This i.n.vesti.gation included the. testing and 
amalysis 0f t.est sceres ef students whe participated in the Sunnner 
Reading Program at the Oklahoma State University Reading Centero One 
hundred and ten students were randomly selected from this population 
and testedo Females were eliminated because of their small number; a 
number of other subjects were eliminated because of incomplete datao 
Thus .the final study consisted of 72 maleso 
This study was concerned with the exploration of approach and 
avoidance attitudes and behavior in reading situationso This investi-
gation was not concerned with the methods of teaching reading or read-
ing improvemento 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter I has given an introduction to the problem to be studied. 
It included the need for the study, the statement of the problem, and 
the definition of terms usedo · 
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Chapter II presents a review of the literature as it pertains to 
the hypotheses being tested and to the measuring instruments constructed. 
Chapter III describes the population used 9 methods of investiga-
tion, the tests used to measure reading attitudes and behavior 9 and the 
statistical methods used to test the significance of differences in 
attitudes and behaviorsv as well as the relationship between them .. 
Chapter IV contains a statistical. analysis of the datao This 
chapter suggests the degree to which the hypotheses are confirmed or 
rejectedo 
Chapter V presents a discussion of the results and implications 
of this study and includes recommendations regarding future research 
in this areao 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATU.RE •· .. 
Introduction 
The review of the literature has been divided into two major 
categeriesi ( 1) research related t.o the area of attitudes toward read-
ing and (2) research related to the development of the Reading Apper-
ception. Test. 
Attitudes Toward Reading 
As far back as 192.Ss Me.ek noted that there are many individual 
differences in children in their emotional attitudes toward reading. 
Blan.chard (1935) stressed the significance of a ''conditioned emotional 
response or unfavorable, attitude to readi.ngo 11 She suggested that such 
an attitude is in addition to etiological factors in reading disability 
I 
an.d must be dealt wi.th i.f reading :pe;rf,or~ap.1r,.e ;t~; 'toi :iinp~oveo Blanchard, 
Sherman (191.,9) D and Bur Held (191.\9) were in agreement. when they cate·· 
gorically stated that before any substantial progre.ss can be made in 
r.eadingv negative attitudes towa:rd the reading situation must be aUe,. 
viatedo Kunst (1949) repcrted that in treating reading problems~ the 
chi.ld must be. given. the eppertunit:y to re 00 expe:~·ier1ce in smaller doses~ 
in a safer sett.ing,9 ''the conflic.t he has avoi.ded11 ioeo the reading 
situat.ien. Implicit. in conflict i.s both. approach·-avoidance attitudes 
and behavfo:i::s, Follow:i.ng somewhat the same rationale 1 Hanesworth (1962) 
7 
8 
used a desensitization approach in reducing avoidance behavior to read-
ingo His major assumption was that underachievers in reading tended 
to use a number of avo:i..dant behaviors designed to remove them from 
their unpleasant contact with books. He used two groups of r~tarded 
readerso The expe.rimen.tal greup received 5 weeks of desensitizationo 
Auditory~ visual, motor and environmental aspects of the reading situ-
ation were manipulated by slow gradual steps to bring subjects from 
activities remote from reading to the rem~dial situatien .. After this 
period they received seven weeks of remedial reading. The control 
I 
I 
group did not participate in the desensitization period 9 but rather 
received 12 weeks of remedial reading. Both the experimental and can-
trol groups contained both high and low level readers. The findings 
reflected that the lower level reading group profited by the experi-
mental situati@n and the high level group did better with the regular 
procedureso All findings were statistically significanto Operant 
levels of approach and avoidance behavior were not reported. In addi-
tion, appr1Dach and av<:;idance behavior of good an.d poor readers were not 
comparedo No attempt was made tc:> measure attitude.s toward reading or 
to predict approach=avoidance behavior. 
Carner (1962) did one ef the few specific studies on attitudes 
toward readi.ngo He. took the lowest 27% of scores on an attitude ques-
tionnaire cin. reading o He found that 50% were poor readers 9 9% were 
superi©rs, while 41% were average reade.rs. Sinc.e the question1:1t.aire was 
net reportedj) it. is n.ot known whether t:.est ite.ms contained cognitivej) 
affective~ and fantasy c.empenents 0f atti.tudeso It is also not known. 
how the re.ading situation was defined or if the test. items treated 
reading as an unitary situs.ti.em. er in terms of different situationso 
9 
It must also be pointed out that the data he reported was not treated 
statistically so that it was not kn.own if there were significant dif-
ferences in attitudes of good,. average and poor readerso He did report 
favorable changes were found for all groups, except the poor readers. 
He concluded that poor readers are most resistant to attitudinal changeo 
Using a permissive group-remediation approach to reading dis-
abilities, Delacato and Delacato (1952) claimed that .all their 11 Ss 
showed improvement in attitudes toward reading, as well as general 
soci.al and emotional adjustment. This study may be criticized for a 
lack of pertinent information, and inadequaye st~tistical treatment of 
: 11 :1 I 
data. 
Mazurkiewicz (1960) explored attitudes toward reading in terms of 
m.asculi.ne and fe.minime orientati".>n. In a pilot study, he took a poll 
of university male faculty members, in which they classified such 
activities as sewing~ mountain climbing, hiking, reading, football 
etc.)) as ei.ther masculine or feminine activitieso He reported that 
there was strong agree.m.ent that. rE?.adi.ng was a feminine activity. A 
further preliminary study with a college populat;l.on supported the atti-
tudes expressed by the fac.111 ty members. He thus assumed that males~ 
in general 8 view reading as a femin.ine activity. The major part. of his 
study was an at.tempt to det.erm.i.n.e the. relati.cnship between a father 0 s 
attitude teward read:!..ng (masc.iiline or fem:i.nine) and his son° s attitude 9 
and the relationship of the .-~hild I s attitude towards reading to his 
read:i.ng ability. Results :i.nd:1.c.ated a small variance (not significant) 
in the fathers and sens responses on t.he masculinity or fsminity of 
readingo Th.ere were. no si.gn.ifican.t differences between those subjects 
who viewed reading as masculine and th0se who viewed it as fe.minine in 
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terms of re.ading abilityo Howe.ver 9 the author noted that boys who 
cb,,ssify reading as femini.ne. tend to be slightly less able in reading 
than those who classify re.ading as masculine. The author failed to 
note how many subjects had reading disab:ilitieso It is quite p0ssible 
that the. in:stru.cti.ons giv,an in the questionnaire may have :introduced a 
set: which favored reading as a feminine act.i.vityo In addition there. 
was a lack of structuring in the term reading activity as used in this 
study .. ··it i.mpU.ed a general activity with no specific situation as a 
referent.0 Thus~ situations with different referents may elicit dif-
ferent attitudeso A scientist reading h:is research may eli.cit differ-
ent attitudes than a child reading in front of the class. 
Natchez (1961) noted that the l.iteratµre emphasized the role of 
frustration in re.ading disability. Accepting thi~. as. a hypothesis, she 
speci.flc.ally tried to dete:rrrdne whether children with re.a.ding dis-
abilities are, in general, characterized by a high level of frustration 
and how such fru st.ration may interact within the 9ra.l reading situ-
ati.ono Two hypothr,,se,s were st.atedg (1) retarded readers display morE, 
frustrat.i0n-type be.havior in cla.ssro<::,m :re.ading situations than non·· 
retarded readers:1 (2) retarded reade:rs react to the reading situation 
in the way the.y re.act: to frr.istration. i.n general. Two groups of 30 Ss-
each9 one, group of ret:arde.d readers and one of nonreta.rded readers 11 
were matched on the. basis of rac.e 9 school 9 cl.ass grade 9 age and int.elli·~ 
genc.eo Ss were observed in clas~,room reading s:i.tuationso As they 
read aloud 9 readings were recorded by the investigator and by a reading 
specialist on the Check Sheet to Record Frustration Reactions (Natchez, 
1961) ,, Frm3tration :re.a.ct.ions 11Jere considere.d to be ev:i.denced by three 
types of behavior: deperi.dence, aggression)) and withdrawal o These 
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types of behavior were not. def.inedo The author .found that children 
wi.th reading disabilities demonstrated a significantly higher propor-
tion of frustration reactions than children without reading disabili-
tiesa She therefore proposed that the retarded re~der perceives the 
readi.ng situation as frustration. The second hypothesis was also 
supported. Whether the child who reacts with ~rustration ·in the read-
ing situation perceives this situation as frustrating '~emains to be 
demonstrated, An interesting question to ask 'in·term~ of the above 
study was whether or not the children with reading problems had an 
attitude toward reading or developed one that reflected frustrated 
feeling .. 
Some studies address themselves to how readers evaluate their own 
reading abilityo This statement may be restat,ed as a questieno What 
is the attitude ©f readers in terms of how they rate their own reading 
performance? 
Preston (1940) noted that 20% of the retarded readers rated them-
selve.s as good re.ad.et'So Ramsey (1962) had both good and pc,or re.aders 
rate their reading proficiencyo Of the good readersi; 50% rated their 
reading as good or very goodi! 47% rated themselvei as ave.rage 9 while. 
3% rated their readi.n.g ,as pill or o When the poor readers rat.e.d the.m-
sel ves, 18% saw them.selves as good readers, 491.i as average, and 33% as 
poor or very p0or o The. above results appear to cori.tradi.ct the f indi.ngs 
@f Beuise (1955) who stated that most. childre.n were aware of their 
reading pr$blemso The contradiction may possibly be explained as 
Prest1111n (1940) sugg;ests 9 in that many @f the'peor readex:·s may rate 
themse.l ves as good te protect themselves 9 i oe o 9 their rati,ngs re.fleet 
an. attitude. 0f ever~sensiti.vi.t.y 9 rather than indifference or lack Gf 
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awarenesso It w0uld be. interesting to investigate the attitudes of 
such childre.n to readingo For example, de poor readers who rate them-
selves as good readers have ''g(l)odn attitudes toward reading, as might 
be suggested by a medel of cegnitive dissonance. 
Robiasen (1949) noted that the most seriously maladjusted readers 
were these who accepted the blame for their reading failure and those 
who had developed socially very strong needs te succeed by avoiding 
failureo The question t.0 be asked was whether er nGt these children 
had positive or approach attitudes and behavior t0ward reading? The 
least maladjusted were these whe developed sec~a11y approved methods 
ef explaining their failureo Thus the poor reader wh0 mis-rates him-
self in terms 0f reading performance may be attempting to avoid the 
threat cf failureo His ability to accept 0r recognize failure may be 
related to such variables as eg© strength and parental attitudes toward 
his readin.g, as well as hi.s teacheru s attitude toward h'is readingo 
It may be interesting to investigate the relationship of self-
rating ~f readi:o.g t:o attitudes taward reading and how such att:i.tu.de.s 
weuld be related ta approach-aveidance reading behaviero The mere 
sugge.stien of help or. actual tut.0ring may be self-defeating in that it 
results in an ave:idari.ce of the reading situationo Thus the child ma.y 
avoid remedial reading either physically ©r psyc.helog:i.callyo As Axline 
(1947) painted out: 9 even though children may have the capacity tQ read, 
an active par.tic.i.pat.:iert is needed te bring forth seunds and specific 
mean.ing frem the printed symbolS,11 i.oeo D Wt!>:t'dSe 
Vin.ache (1955) noted that in ward perception the at.t.itudes of the 
reader t~ward the words themsel·ves we:r.e i.mportan,t.o · Th~y. may be regard-
ed as mysterieus and incomprehensible, as difficult and urineces:saryo 
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Using a psychoanalyti.cal reference, Hamq ·.(1936) suggested that in 
some cases there. may be a fear of wo~ds that; . cail lead 'to· ev~sions that 
interfere. with learning to read& L@oki.ng iihe:ad·: i:o. ,avoid "'trouble" may· 
lead te di.ff ic.ul ty with recognit.fon. or prontindat:i.en. e.f the· werds at . 
' ' :.·· . . 
hand and result in avoi.da.nce atti.tudes t'<1;ward. r~·ading •. 
, , , , • , ' I 
Pe.rhaps no other statement. better refle.cts the importance of 
attitudes toward reading than~ 
0 () 0 fer him to find it rewarding, the. ,'reading situati'on must 
pr©ve sat.hfy:i.ng to the c.hild. And· only i.f 'it: is. rewarding 
will he identi.fy himself positively wi.th· it.. Not only does 
inadequate. a.chieve.ment in reading lead to. negative i:dentifi .. 
cat.ien with reading itself, but ;i.t'makes.o.the~ aspects of· 
school» in.c.luding persons ident~f~.ed. with 'tt\, unattractive. 
(Smith and Dec.hanti 1962, P• 298) : . · · 
Attitudes toward reading appear to be imp0rtant in cases of reading 
disabilityo Once again no clear rel,at.ionship ha$ been demonstratedo 
Are att:i.tudes toward reading independent· of reading ability and per-
formance? What types of attitudes are beneficial or detrimental to 
reading improvement and growth? How can we measure' su.ch attitudes? 
These are bu.t a few questions that. !'J.E:.e,d. to be. answe:redo The importance 
of dealing wi t.h implid.t. negative attitudes of poor .readers has been 
demonstrated by the use of a desensitization techniqueo Thus it. does 
appear that avoidance behavior and attitudes may be effectively dealt 
with by breaking down the. remedi.al re.a.ding program into small tinitsu 
These positive results suggest a superior methodology in. reading re-
searc.h by foc.usi.ng on spe.c.ific. behavior and att.:i.t.udes toward di.fferent 
reading situationso Thus how the c.hild conceptualizes the reading 
situation~ Leo~ his attitudes toward silent and oral reading and 
remedi.al work both in. group and on an individual basis need to be 
explored. 
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The TAT 
Countless articles have been published on the Thematic Appercep·~ 
tion Testo No attempt has been made here to :review all of this liter-
ature; instead& a selected revi.ew of the existing literature has bee.:n 
offoredo 
History of the TAT 
One of the first. studies to use pictures to explore. imagination 
was reported by Brittain (1907). Nine highly structured pictures were 
prese.nt.ed to a gr0up of boys and girls ranging in age from 13 to 20. 
The subjects were instructed to write stories suggested by the pictures. 
Stories were analyzed in terms of subjects•. use of the first person, 
and of detail, in terms of lengt.h 9 un.ityj and e:x:planatory power; and in 
terms of the occurrence of relig:i.eus~ moral 9 and. social themes and 
element.so Brittai.."?. found that girls' stories reflect concern with re-
' ligious, mora1 9 and social factors, as well ai, interest in clothing 
artd the preparation of foodo Boys,9 en. the et~er J1.and, 1 were seen as 
being mere cenc.e:i::Ti.ed wi.th e.ating the food~ a.nd less interested in 
peopleo Britta:!'.n hypothesized that the sex differences were due to a 
constitutional difference inherent in the individualso Perhaps a more 
parsimonious ex.planat:i.on is that the stimulus pull ef the pi.c.t.ures was 
m.ore stimulating to the boys than t0 the girls ioeo, the p:i.c.t.ures de,~ 
picted Indians~ broncos~ e.tc o 
In 1908~ Libby studied children aged 10 to 140 Stude:c:ts were 
asked to write stories to pictures such as one ent.it.led "A Young Lady 
Stands at an Old Fashi,oned Gate Weepin:g, and in the Ba.ckground a Horse-
man in .a White Suit i!l.nd Cocked Hat is Riding Away. 11 Libby noted that 
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the older students told more subjective stories than the younger stu-
dents ·and hypothesized that the older children have a richer emotional 
life than the youngere 
Clark (1926) reported a study in which he had ~ad his patients try 
to imagine the feelings, attitudes, and behaviors of their infancy. He 
thought this a useful technique for·understanding the personalities of 
his patients. 
However, it was not until 1932 that the thematic method for study-
in.g personality was developed. Schwartz (1932), in his work wi.th 
delinquent boys, developed the Social Situation Picture Test. The Test 
consisted of eight highly structured pictures depicting situations of a 
moral nature. In one picture, for example:, twQ. boys were coaxing two 
prepubescent girls into a clubhouse. Subjects were asked to describe 
what they sawo If they offered only an objective description~ Schwartz 
gave the boys a verbal set. For Example~ "Here is a boy c.omi.ng from 
school. A bad boy is in a boxcar and he is calling him over. It is 
dangerous to be thereo" Then 9 in order to get the boys to project 
their feelings and attitudes onto the picture; Schwartz asked questions 
such asg "What does the boy in the boxcar want? What is the other boy 
thinking about?!! This Test did not, however, arouse muc.h interesto 
Henry Murray!) the father of the Thematic Apperception Test, and 
Christi.ana Morgan first introduced the TAT in 19350 They believed that 
when people told stories about the pictures, they projected their own 
unconscious fantasies, feelings 9 and attitudes, thus~ the pictures 
could help in unlocking the unc:.onsciouso 
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Many systems are available for scoring the TAT protocolso Basi-
cally, they can be categorized as either quantitative or nonquantita-
tive in nature. This review is concerned with the quantitative systems 
onlyu 
Dana (1959) devised a scoring system which takes three factors 
into consideration: perceptual organization, perceptual range, and 
perceptual personalization. Perceptual organization refers to the sub-
je.cts g ability to follow the standard directions. Perceptual range 
refers to the number of different stimuli to which the subject responds. 
Three separate stimuli properties were ascribed to each card. Subjects 
are then scored plus or minus for these stimuli, depending on whether 
or not they respond to themo Perceptual personalization includes those 
w0rds or phrases which do not seem to belong with the rest of the story 
and do not add anything to the story. Basically, this category refers 
to the 11 rari.ty" 0f a responseo 
Int:erjudge reliability ratings for this scering system ranged 
frem 88 to 94 percent of agreement (Dana, 1959). The high reliability 
ratings suggested that counting procedures are useful in arriving at 
scores. Howeverj a qtHi,stion can be raised as to whether this sc®ri.ng 
system has any utility 0ther than discriminating between certain 
psychiatric categorieso Also, it may be noted that this scoring 
system is net applicable to chi.ldren. 
Eron (1950) used a normative statistical approach in scoring the 
TAT. N@n11.s are bs-.sed on all 20 TAT cards for adult males. Stori.es are. 
r.ated for emotienal t.ene and for outcomes. Emotional tone is scoredg 
-2~ Complete failure, submission to fate, death, severe guilt 9 
etc. 
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-lg Conflict with attempt at adjustment, rebellion, fear 9 worry, 
regret 9 illness, loneliness, etc. 
Qg Description, lack of affect, balance of positive and 
negative feelingso 
+le Aspirations, desire f©r success and doubt about outcome, 
descri.ption with cheerful feeling., feeling of security. 
+2i Justifiably high aspirations, complete satisfaction and 
happiness,reunion with laved ones. 
?g Can't make up a story. (Eron et alo, 1950, po 475) 
Interjudge reliability ratings for this scoring system were 
usually in the middle sous (Erons Terry, and Callahan, 1950). Outcomes 
are scored in similar fashion as emotional toneo 
Eron (1950), using this scoring system, concluded that the TAT was 
not a useful instrument for distinguishing psychiatric groups. He also 
noted that the average score for all subjects on emotional tone was· 
six. He pointed out that certain pictures tended to pull certain 
responses~ and therefere, he emphasized the importance of the stimulus 
properties themselves in evaluating respor.seso 
McClelland et alo (19.53) devel.eped a scoring system w'.hich was 
concerned with the achievement motive onlyo This sytem involves three 
major categories whic.h ar.e consi.dered to be mutually exc.lusiveo They 
are& Unrelated :i.m.agery - there is n.o re.ference to an achievement goal; 
Doubtful achievement imagery = there i.s some reference to achievement 
but the st,:,ry fails to me.et one of the. three criteria for ac.hievement 
imagery; Achievement. imagery~ there must be some reference to an 
achievement gaol which is defi.ned as success in cempetition with some 
standard of excellence. 
The McClelland system re,px:ese.nted a departure from the helist:i.c 
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approach generally employed by clinical psychologists. McClelland w-as 
concerned with the measurement 0f one specific dimension of behavior. 
He and hi.s associates were not interested in validating the TAT but 
rather in the study Qf motivation.. Thus, the TAT was viewed only as 
an i.nstrume.nt in the study of motivation. 
Theoretical Models 
Miller (1948» 1951) and Murstein (1962) beth developed a model 
based on learni.ng theory and the 11Approach-Avoidancen concept. Miller 
used an approach~avoidance medel te deal with the psychoanalytic con-
cepts of conflict and displacement. This model has been used widely 
with projective techniques, including the TAT. The major assumptions 
of his system are~ 
a. The tendency to approach a goal is stronger the nearer 
the subject is to the goal. This is called the gradi-
ent of a.pproacho 
b. The tendency to avoid a fear stimulus is stronger the 
nearer the subject is to it. This is called the gradi-
ent 1:if avoida.-rH.~e" 
c.. The st:re.ngth of the a·voidan.ce gradient increases roir.,re 
rapidly with nearness than does that of the approach 
gradiento In other words, the gradient of avoidance 
i.s steeper. than that of approach. 
d. The strength ofitendencies to approach or avoid varies 
with the stxengt.h of the drive uponwhich they are 
based. In ether words 9 an increase in drive raises the 
height of the entire gradient. 
e. When two incompatible responses are in conflict, t.he 
stronger. one. wil.1 eccur. (Miller, 1951, P• 90) 
Secondary assumptions areg 
f. The direct response t.o the original stimulus generalizes 
trJ other similar stimuli, w:i.th the amount of generali.za-
t:!.on 'becoming smaller the less similar the stimuU.o It 
follows, then, that if father generates hositility» a 
TAT picture depi.cting a fat.her-figure should be more. 
likely to arouse hostility than the presentation of a 
Rorschach inkblot. 
g. The response which conflicts with the occurrence of a 
direct response to the initial stimulus generalizes to 
other: s:i.mi.lar stimuli. 9 decreasing in strength with de-
er.easing similarity. If j) therefore, "father'' generates 
anxiety» the presentation of an inkblot is less likely 
to arouse anxiety than a TAT card depicting a father-
ffgure. 
h. The net strength of a response is its strength minus 
that of any incompatible response which is excited at 
the same time. (Miller, 1951, P• 90) 
Si.nee Miller Os model was originally built to deal with physic.al 
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behaviors~ certain changes in it are necessary for it to be applicable 
to the TAT which deals with verbal behaviors. Thus, the term nverbal 
expression'' has sometimes been substituted for approach, while the 
term "verbal inhibition" has sometimes been substituted for avoidance. 
In Miller 2 s mode.1 i conflict refers to overt behavioral response ten.~ 
den.ci.1.as., In the. TAT~ conflict is thought to be a response involving 
both ''thematic expression" and ''inhibition.'' As Murstein (1960 1 po 70) 
noted9 these respemse.s may or may not be independent of overt behavior. 
Murstei.n (1962) offered an illustration of an application of 
Miller's model. To illustrate this model, he used a young adolescent 
who has a strong sex dr:i..Ye but at the same time, strong guilt feelings 
about hLs seJcual i.nter.estso The conflict situation is depicted in 
Figure 1 o In thi.s figure 9 ..:! i.s the origin» representing the stimulus 
value of a nude female; !:..".. i.s a provo,;;ative picture of a nude .female, 
b is a somewhat more. demure photo of a clothed Hollywood pi.nup ~ :;, i.s a 
picture of a Mi.dwestern farm woman taken from a Gr.ant Wood paint.ing 1, 
and d Ls a picture ,:,f the Brooklyn Bridge. Murstein hypothesized that 
the adole.scent would be too inhibited to express verbally any sexual 
ne.~"!ds in re.spcmse tt1 f:i.gure. a 9 but would be more likely to respond to a 
\ 
a 
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Figure lo An Approach-Avoidance Gradient 
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d 
somewhat less anxi.ety-producing, but still potent picture at b; c might 
have some tendency to elicit responses suggestive of sexual need; how-
ever, at d the stimulus would not be sufficiently relevant to evoke 
sexual responses. 
As has already been mentioned, Miller stated that in an apprGach-
avoidance ccmflict situation~ the avoidance gradient is usually steeper 
than the approach gradient. The rationale given is that since most 
inhibitions are learned 9 the generalization gradient will have a double 
effect in a situation. in which the cues are similar to the eriginal 
oneso First 9 'the gradient of generalization of reinforcement will 
weaken the respense tendenc.y to withdraw; secend, it will weaken the 
I 
''fear'·' also which is motivating thi.s response tendency .. 
It should be noted that Miller's theery is not primarily conce.rned 
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with leai:·ned drives 9 while. thE, TAT usually is;; rather, his theory is 
concerned with primary drives. Primary drives are quite dependent: on 
physiological factors and Miller suggested that different stimulus 
situations will not affect the strength of motivation$ although they 
w:i.11 affect the. tendency to respond. Learned drives~ on the other 
hand~ are more influenced by external cues than by physiological fac-
tors9 and different stimuli situations will affect the strength of 
response tendencies. Si.nee Miller was concerned primarily with primary 
drives 9 h:i.s theoretical m0del is of limited utility in dealing wi.th 
the TAT» because projective techniques tend to focus more on learned 
dr:i..veso 
Epstein (1961) departed from Miller's theoretical model. He 
viewed motive arousal as a source of cues~ and disagreed with Miller 
who believed that rnotive arousal affects the response tendencyo Epstein 
differed from Miller also in his conception of inhibit.iono Whe::e.as 
Miller hypothesized that inhibition is a function of anxiety and guilt, 
Epstein suggested that there are three different kinds of inhibitiong 
reality-oriented, drive-reducing, and guilt-reducing. Reality-oriented 
i.nhib:1.t ion refers to the 11 fact 11 that drive states which interfere with 
everyday concerns or with important goal-behavior are ignored~ 
suppressed» ,.:,r 17epressedo In other words, less important needs are 
subordinated to the. more import.ant ones as dictated by the reality of 
the situati..on at hando Drive-re.ducing inhibition ref er.s to the homeo~, 
5tati.c. mechanism of an i.ndividual which serves to compensate for strong 
deprivation. Gutlt···reduc.i.ng iPllibition refers to unresolved c.onfltcts 
whic.h are avoided~ m.isinterpre.ted) and mispe.rc.ei.ved in such a way that 
the c@nflic:t remains submerged. Epstein also differ,ed from Miller i.n 
his concept of the approach and avoidance gradientso Whereas Miller 
saw these as independent of one anothers Epstein suggested that the 
approach and avoidance gradients can interact with each other. For 
examplei, an increase in sexual drive may simultaneously arouse an in.-
crease. in sexual guilt. 
Epstein set forth three hypotheses on conflict as follows: 
a. Conflict is indicated by a sharp rise in activation as 
a function of increasing stimulus relevancy. 
ba Conflict is indicated by a relative increase in strength 
of approach responses to stimuli of low relevance and a 
relative decrease i.n strength of approach responses to 
stimuli of hgih relevance. 
Co Conflict» when of sufficient magni.tude, is indicated by 
a decrease in adequacy of performance as a function of 
increasing stimulus relevancy. (Epstein, 1961, P• 5) 
Activation, referred to in hypothesis (a) 9 is usually measured 
and defined in te.rms of autonomic responses~ specifically galvanic 
skin responses. There is some support for this hypothesis (Fe1'lz and 
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Epsteinj 1962)0 Epstein's studies relating to sex, hostility, hunger, 
and fear lent some support to hypothesis {b) (Lei.man and Epstein;i 1961; 
Fenz and Epstein 9 1962). Hypothesis {c) has net been supported·(Fenz 
and Epstein, 1962). Howeverll Strigner (1961) found that high-stimulus-
relevant cards measured drives besto Indirect support is give by 
Lesser ( 1958) wh0 f11,und a cerrelati.on ef o 26 (p ,<. ~ 05) between overt 
peer ratings of aggression and a specially constructed themati.c test. 
When he used the ratio of fantasy aggression anxiety over i.nstigation 
ef aggressi.en~ the correlation incre.ased t0 • 50 (p ( • 01) o It seems 
that-this last hypothesis requires further investigati®no 
These appr0ach-av0idanc.e models seem till be oriented toward the 
exploration of differen.t type.s ef drives. It has already bee.n noted 
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that Miller was concerned primari.ly with primary dr:j;ves and his medel 
is not, therefore, easily applicable to thematic respamses. More 
signfiicantly, the entire concept of driv~s:may_be m:i.sleading 9 simplis-
tic, and perhaps even inappropriate to the.area of thematic researcho 
References to certain drives often seem to make the implicit assump-
tion that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the drive and 
behavior. This may be questioned. The use of drive is usually given 
as an intervening variable in the initial research. However, surplus 
meaning of the concept drive does not appear to be extinguished when 
results are reported in broad generalizations. In addition, it may be 
appropirate and useful to talk of drive in -reference to sexual behav-
ior, but the utility of the concept in reference to other areas seems 
to be questionable. For example 0 is i.t accurate to speak of a drive to 
do arithmetic, a drive to read$ a drive to go to the movies. The use 
of the concept dri.ve in these latter examples is perhaps reminiscent of 
the instinct-theories of the 1920 1 s (Boring, ·1957). Finally, making up 
stories is a. cogn:i.t:i.ve~ as we.11 as a motivational 9 . task; the. drive 
component is not to be den.iedll but neither is the cognitive aspect., 
Rotter (1.960) us:Lo.g soci.a.1 learning theory 9 postulated t.ha.t behav-
ior is a function of expec:tancy and reinforcemento His approach is 
molar~ in that his emphasis is on the. selection of alternative. behav-
iors rather thar,. on ,the acquisition of response.so Rotter held that. 
' / 
the pr0babil.i.t.y ®f any given behavior occu.rr:i.ng is a function of the 
personvs expectancy of reinforcement. as a consequence of this behavior~ 
and t.he importance. of the rei.nforc.ement in the ind:i.:vidu.al I s value. 
system. 
As relates to th:is paper» the major significance of Rotter is his 
emphasis on the situation. He emphasized that the indivi.dual 1 s expec-
tancy of reinforceme.nt and i.ts values· to him is ancl:).ored to a specific 
situationo For examplep anxiety must be measured in a spe.ci.fic 
physical and psychological environment!I as a function of that particu-
lar environment~ and not in t.erms of a drive or internal state inde-
pendent of external variables. 
The basic assumption of all these studies is that. responses to 
thematic instruments correspond to the associations and the responses 
a person would have in actual similar. situ~tions. The validity of the 
assumption is an empirical question which must ·be ~elated to a specific 
individual in a specific situation. 
Attitudes and the TAT 
It is signific.ant to note that most of the theoretical research 
on the TAT has been done in terms of motivation and e.xpectancyo Little 
has been done which relates TAT associations to ·attitudes. Attitudes 
a.re. hypotheti.cal const:n1.ct:s com::.en1.i.ng the :i.ndividual Os orie.ntation 
toward aspects of his personal and impersonal· e:Ywi~onmer:.t and toward 
himselfo The concept of attitude is most frequently formulated i.n 
terms of a ":stat.a of readine.ss for motive arousal" or a "readiness to 
act" toward a specified class of stimul:i.o Kretch and CrutchfielLd 
(1948, po 152) fu.::.:the.r stated that attitudes have cognitive~ affe.cti.ve, 
and conative component.so Attitudes a:re often conceptualized as ne,ga·~ 
tive or positive$ and 11behaviers11 (response.s) a.s approach or avoidance; 
no theoretical model has been formulated to incorporate. both systemso 
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Summary 
This chapter has been a review of the literature of (1) attitudes 
toward reading and (2) relevant research done with the Thematic Apper-
ception Te.st in terms of the history of i.ts development, scoring 
systems, an.d th.eoretical models. 
The review indicates that attitudes toward reading are considered 
to be an important variable in reading. The review has also suggested 
that attitudes toward reading may be a function of the reading situa-
tion as well as the level of reading ability. However, many of the 
studies reported were weak :i.n design in that statistical tests of 
sigaificance we,re not applied. 
The review of the TAT suggested that highly structured stimuli 
are a useful tool for exploring attitudes. The importance of the 
ic psychological and physical situation reinforced the irnpo;ctam:.e 
of hav:i.ng t 1alevant structured stimuli on TAT-like tests. This review 
also surnmarized some different theoreticctl systems of which t.he 
model seems most suited to an investigation of atti.= 
tudes toward reading. Major scoring systems used on the TAT were re-
viewed and thei.r ,limitations were noted. The development of a TAT 
sc.oriJ:"£.g .systen1 appears to be depende·nt on tl1.e tl1eoret.:lcal mode.~ .. used in. 
the investigation of particular studies. The validity of a scoring 
system independent of a. theoretical model is a meaningless questic,n,, 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
This study was conducted in the summer of 1967 at the Reading 
Center of Oklahoma State University. The summer program at the Reading 
Center offered highly individualized reading instruction to children in 
small groups. Each reading group was composed of 4-6 children and 
taught by an experienced reading teacher. In turn, the reading teachers 
were supervised by highly specialized reading clinicianso 
The Reading Apperception Test 
In order to measure. attitudes toward reading, a highly structured 
pictorial test was constructedo The underlying assumption was that 
different pictures, combined with verbal reinforcement, would represent 
different reading situations. Based on the review 0f the literature on 
attitudes toward reading and the TAT it was further assumed that atti-
tudes are not only relate.cl to a process (in this case reading) but that 
they are also dependent on the situation in which the process occurs. 
Thus, attitudes toward reading in front of a classroom may differ from 
attitudes toward reading by oneselfo 
Since the subjects in this study were children in grades one 
through sixi) it w,ss thought that both visual and verbal stimuli were 
the best. method of representing different reading situatienso 
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The Reading Apperception Test (RAT) as originally constructed 
consisted of 35 photographs of children in different reading situa-
tions. The pictures were taken in a rural school. The different 
reading situat:i.0ns photographed were suggested by experts in the area 
of reading. The original pictures were taken with a 35 mm camera. 
Prints were then developed to 3 x S, from which 20 pictures were selec~ 
ted. These 20 pictures were enlarged to 5 x 7 and mounted. A pilot 
study consisting of 25 children was conducted as a preliminary explora-
tion of the test. 'These children (male and female) were presented all 
20 cards. As a result of the redundancy of some of the picture cards 
and the time factor (total average time was 2 hours 5 minutes) the test 
was reduced to 5 cards. 
Card I depicts a close-up p:i,cture of 14 second graders (8 males 
and 6 females) reading at their deskso No teacher is presento Card II 
shows a boy standing up in the front of a 2nd grade classroom, reading 
& book which he is holding in front of him. The rest of the children 
(5 females and 6 males) are readini their. books at their seats.1 with 
the exception ef 2 boyso No teacher is present. Card III shows a .5th 
grade boy sitting in his seat reading a book. He is by himself in the 
classn)om9 and is surrounded by empty chairs and desks. In the back 
of the ro0m are shelves of bookso Card IV shows five children (one 
female and four males) in a semi-circle~ facing the teacher who is 
dividing a w0rd into syllables on the blackboard. The card also shows 
one girl at her de.sk and away from the group. Card V is a close-up 
of a 3rd g:rade boy reading a book at his desk., On one of the pages of 
the book ts a. picture of a circus lion tamer. All that i.s p:r:e.sent i. S, 
the boy, bookj and the. top part of his desk. (See Appendix B) 
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Test Administration 
The RAT was administered to 76 children who were selected from the 
Surrnner Program 0n a random basis. Each RAT was administered indivi-
dually by the investigator. The investigator had had four years exper-
ience in working with children as well as in administering psychologi-
cal tests. The average time per administration of the RAT was 25 
minutes. At least 5 minutes of the initial testing period was devoted 
to establishing rapport. with the child. On those occasions where the 
child remained anxiousJ the remaining test period was 'devoted to draw-
ing and play" Four children fell into that category. They were not 
included in the study. When rapport was thought to have been establish-
ed, the child was asked if he wanted to play a new game. The initial 
instructions wereg "I have some pictures I want to show you. It's 
not a test. You don't have to worry about getting good markso It's a 
game. 11 Specific instructions for each card followed. Card I was 
handed to the child. The specific instructi.ons were~ "Look at this 
picture. Here are ch::Udren re.ading in a class. They are reading. 
Tell me a story about them. 11 After a period of 10 seconds of silence, 
the child is asked three questions. ''What are the children. thinkir1g 
of? How do they feel? W11at. do the children wish?" Card II is then 
handed to the. childo 11Here is a picture of a boy reading out loud to 
the class. Tell me a story about him. 11 After a pe.riod of 10 se.conds 
of silence 9 the child is again asked three questions o nwhat. is the. boy 
thinking about? How does he feel? If he had a wish, what would he 
wish?" Card III is then handed to the chi.ldo 11Here is a picture of a 
boy reading a boeko Tell. me a story about himo After a period of 10 
seconds of silence~ the child is asked three que.stions o nWhat is the 
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boy thinking about? How does he feel? If the boy had a wish, wh,?..t 
would he wish7 11 Card IV is then handed to the child. 11Here is a pie= 
ture of children in a reading circleo They are i.n a reading circle. 
Tell me a story about them. 11 After a period of 10 seconds of silence 9 
the child is asked three questions. "What are the children thinking 
about? How do the children feel? If the children had a wish, what 
would they wi.sh?" Card Vis handed to the child. 11Here is a picture 
of a boy reading a book. He is reading a book. Tell me a story ab0ut 
him. 11 After a period of 10 seconds of silence, the child is asked 
three questions: "What is the boy thinking about? H0w does the bey 
feel? If the boy had a wish, what would he wish?" 
It can be seen that for each card presented to the child, he was 
asked to respond to three verbal sets or questions. The verbal set 
nwhat is the boy or children thinkingn was assumed to elicit a cogni-
ti.ve statement. The verbal se.t ''What are the children or boy feelingn 
was assumed to elicit affective statements. The verbal set ''What would 
they or the boy wish i.f they or he had a wish" was assumed to elicit 
fantasy st.atementso If a chi.ld responded to one of the verbal sets 
wit.ha one word response, he was encouraged to say moreo The child 
was encouraged by using a nondirective approach or a reflection of his 
response. For examples if the child said he feels sad, the investiga-
tor would respond, 11Y®u said the bQy feels sad" and would follow this 
by a peried of silenceQ Often the children would then elaborate on 
their response. 
All children. were tested wit.bout prior knowledge of their read-
ing ability. 
Scoring System - Rationale 
The c0nceptualizaticm @f the scoring system was based en an 
approach-aveida.nce model. Responses to the verbal sets or questions 
think, feelj wish, were analyzed in terms of approach and avoidance 
categ0riesQ Responses were defined in terms of the child's verbal 
ass0ciatiens ta the verbal sets, think, feel, and wish. The appraach 
categery was defined as including verbal associations that moved the 
child closer to the reading situationQ Thus the child's responses to 
the verbal sets think, feel, wish, were each scored in terms of the 
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· approach category for each cardo It was assumed that the approach 
cateogry contained three numerical quantities on an interval scaleo 
The first quantity was zero which represented responses which did not 
move the child toward or away from the reading situationo The second 
quantity was one, which represented a movement toward the reading 
situation. The third quantity was two and represented a closer move-
ment to the reading si.tuati.on than did oneo The distance between zero 
and one amd between ene, and two was assumed to be equal o Verbal 
responses which suggest empathy were 'scered two. Empathy was defined 
as thoughts, feelings 9 or wishes by which the child in the pictures is 
described as ident:i.fying with a child or children in the story he is 
readingo For example, i.f the child responded t0 Card V by stating the 
bey wished he was in a circus like the story he was reading about, his 
response received a score of twoo A score of two was also given for 
categories other than empathy (See Appendix C)o 
All verbal responses to que.stions on think$ feels and wish 9 for 
each card were score.d als0 in terms of an avoidance category. The 
avoidance category was defined as verbal associations which moved the 
chi.ld away from the re.ading situationo An interval scale of t:hree 
quantities was also assumed for the avoidance category. The quantity 
zero represented a score which neither moved the child away from or 
toward the reading situation" The score one represented a movement 
away from the reading situat:i.on. The third quar,tity two was assumed 
to move the child further away from the reading situation than oneo 
The distance between zero and one and one and two was assumed to be 
equal. 
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For example~ in response to Card II, child C may respond to the 
question~ nHow does the boy fe.el 11 by stating that he is unhappy reading 
to the class" He would receive a score of one. Child D may respond to 
the same question by stating he feels sick and hates it, thus receiving 
a score of two. Thus, scores of one and two ;i.ndicate an increase in 
intensity of response strength. These scores are then conceptualized 
in terms of respective psychological distance to or away from the read-
ing situation. All verbal statements made in response to the verbal 
st:J.muli a.re sccrE\d :Ln. tenns of approach and avoidance c.ategorieso (See 
Appendix C) 
Reliabi.li.ty 
Two approaches were used to detennine the reliability of the RAT. 
The first approach is concerned with the reliability of the test 
itself 9 whU.e the second approach is concerned with the reliability of 
the sccn~ing syste,m. 
In orde.r. te1 dstermine. the reliability of the test~ a test=retest 
reli,'cl.bi.1:i.ty procedure w·as usedo The RAT was given to 38 freshman 
college stude.nts by group administration. Subjects were asked to 
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respond to the same instructions as those given·to the children in 
the study. However, the college students were asked to record their 
own verbal statementso The same students were ~eadniinistered the RAT 
at the end of a one week intervalo Significant correlations were ob-
tained for both the total. avoidance scores (r = .61. 1 ( .01.) and for 
the total approach scores (r = .75, ( .01) using Pearson's product-
moment correlati@ns. College students were chosen for the reliability 
study because it was assumed that they were more stable in their atti-
tudes toward reading than elementary school children and thus they 
would be more useful in getting at variation in attitudes due to the 
testing instrument~ as opposed to variation in the attitudes them-
selves. 
In order to detennine the reliability of the scoring system, 
protocols were se,ored independently by three raterso Inter-rater 
reliability was reflected in the.following correlations: AB, r = .90; 
AC, r = .94; BC, r = .93. All correlations were statistically signi-
ficant at the .01 level. 
The Reading Behavior Rating Scale 
The Reading Beh,a.vior Rating Scale was constructed to measure 
children's behavior in the reading situation. Behavior was coe:i.cep-
tualized in terms of two categories, approach and avoidance 9 for two 
different reading situationsg oral reading~ and silent reading. Thusj 
there was an approach oral reading category!> avoidance oral reading 
category, an approach silent reading category 9 and an avoidance silent 
reading category. The following items included oral approach behavior: 
volunteers to read, enjoys oral reading. Items included unde.r the 
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cateogry of avoidance oral reading behavior wereg refusal to read, 
starnm.ering, stuttering, facial grimaces, tics, fidgety and excessive 
movements, giggling» laughter, losing one 1 s place. Items included 
under the category of approach silent reading behavior were: asks for 
help, talks about what he reads to the teacher, reads on own initiative, 
asks .for extra materialo Items included under the category of aveid-
ance silent readi:ng behavior werei asks to leave room, fidgety, 
eJccessive movement, facial grimaces, easily distractable, complains of 
headache so 
Items were checked present if the specific behavier was observed 
during a 50 minute reading period. Twenty teachers participated in 
the ratings of children's behavior in the reading situation. Each 
teacher was instructed to check each item on the Rating Scale at the 
end of each reading period a.s being either present or absento No 
teacher had t0 rate mo:r:e than four children for any particular periodo 
Children were rated over a two week period for a total number of ten 
sessionso Behaviors indicated as being present were summed by items in 
a cateogry (f,,e., approach oral reading) and divided by ten, the total 
number of dayso Thus, total scores on four categories of reading 
behavior were present for each child ratedQ 
Reliability of the Readini Rating Behavior Scale 
In order to determine the inter-rater reliability for the Rating 
Scale, an independent study was undertaken. Rater A and B rated the 
reading behavior of 25 children (2nd and 3rd grade) over a four day 
periorlo A reHability coefficient was obtained which was significant 
(r = 078, p,( oOl)j using a Pearson product-m©ment c@rrelatiena 
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Reading Classification and Reading Tests 
The Gat.;~s,mMacGirdtie Reading Test was administered to the children 
by thei.r reading te21chers at the beginning of the reading programo 
Each ch:U.d was given the appropirate form of the Gates-MacGinitie Read-
ing T,est as determ.ined by his grade achieved in schooL The following 
te.sts were giveno 
Grade 1: Gates-'MacGinite Reading Test, Primary A, A Forms 1 2. 
Grade 2g Gates··MacGinite Reading Test, Primary B, B Forms l 2o 
Grade 3g Gates~MacGinite Reading Test, Primary B, B Forms 1 2. 
Grades li.~6i Gates-MacGinite Reading Test, Survey D, D Forms 
l 2 3 0 
The reading tests were scored by the standard procedures. 
In order to determi.ne the reading level of the ~s, the Bond Read-
ing Expectancy formula was used. Reading Expectancy= no. 0f years in 
sc.hoOl x ioci" + 1 (Bond and Tinker i, 1967). An average reader was 
defined as a child in the first to third grade whose grade equivalent 
seen::, c,n the Gate.s",Ma,eG:i.nitie Reading Test was less than. 5 months above 
or below his Reading Expectancyll er a child in the ,lith to 6th grade 
·whose grade ,equivalent score was less than one year above or below his 
Reading Expectancy. A severely disabled reader was defined as a child 
int.he first to third grade whose grade equivalent on the Gates-
MacG:i.nite Reading Test was one or more years below his Reading Expec-
tancy~ or a child in the fourth to sixth grade whose grade equivalent 
score was two or mere years below his Reading Expectancyo 
Intelligence Test 
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary T('"St was used as a me.asu.re of 
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in.telligence. Each child was individually administered the Peabody 
Test by his reading teacher. Childre·o with- IQs below 80 and above 120 
were referred for further testing with the Wechsler Intelligence Scale 
for Children. Fer those children, the WISC was used as a measure of 
intelligence. 
Additional Tests - Anxiety 
Since thi.s study was concerned with approach-avoidance behaviors 
and att:itudes 9 tw® measures of anxiety were included for exploratory 
purposes. The Childrens Manifest Anxiety Scale (McCandless and 
Castanedo 9 1956) was administered individually to the subjects by two 
trained and experienced testers. The second measure of anxiety was 
created from the RAT and was an attempt to measure anxiety in an oral 
reading situat:i.ona The .scale was constructed from verbal associations 
to Card IIo The following items were used as scoring criteria for 
the Oral Anxiety Scale: 
Responses scored l point~ frightened~ scared~ awful~ terrible 
horrible:1 embarrassedo 
Responses scored 2 points: concern over adequacy of performance:1 
other children laughingo 
Responses scored 3 points~ anticipation of punisbmento 
Description of Subjects 
Final Ss cons:i..sted of 72 males divided into two reading groupsz 
severely retarded readers and average readers~ Each group consisted of 
36 SsQ Each :reading reading group was subdivided into two sub-groupsg 
1st to 3rd grarler.s 9 cm.d 4,th to 6th graderso All Ss came from a middle"' 
class socio-econ.orn:i.c background. Soci0-economic status was determ.ined 
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by parental education and occupation in accordance with Reiss et alos 
196L No distinctions between low-middle, middle-middle, and upper~ 
middle social class were madeo · 
Two by t1!'70 analysis of variance were used to analyze the following 
variables among Ssg age, two measures of anxiety, and intelligence. 
In terms of agei there was no significant difference between. read-
ing gr0ups @r between reading groups and grades, but there was a 
significant difference between children in grades 1-3 and 4-6 in terms 
of ageo (See Table I) The significant difference between grade levels 
and age was to be anticipated since older children are usually in the 
' . ... ( 
higher gradeso These findings do, however, suggest that the population 
is typical, at least in terms of age. (See Table II for mean ages) 
TABLE I 
AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE OF AGE BY SEVERELY 
RETARDED AND AVERAGE READERS BY GRADES 1-3 
AND GRADES 4-6 
Source of Variation 
Re.ading Group 
Grades 
Re.a.ding Groups Grades 
Within 
Total 
Degrees 
of 
Freedom 
1 
l 
1 
68 
71 
* Significant at the .01 level. 
N.S. Not significant 
Sum 
of 
Squares MS 
2.05031 2.05031 
161. 01149 161.01149 
4083086 l~o83086 
90.93498 1033728 
258082764 
F 
N.So 
,t 
No So 
TABLE II 
MEAN AGES FOR BOTH READING GROUPS 
BY GRADE LEVEL 
Reading Grlilup Grade Level 
Average 1-3 
Average 4-6 
Severe 1-3 
Severe 4-6 
Mean Age 
7 .. 68 
11.19 
8.54 
11.00 
Results of the Analysis of Variance for the Children's Manifest. 
Anxiety Scale indicates that there were no significant differences 
among the subjects based ®n reading level or grade level. There were 
no significant differences between severly retarded readers and aver-
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ages readers on the CMAS or between children in grades 1-3 and 4°0 6~ as 
measured by the CMAS0 (See Table III) See Table IV for mean scores 
on the. Childre.n' s Mani.fest Anxiety Scale. 
Results of the analysis of variance for oral amdety indicates 
that there were no significant differences between severely retarded 
readers and average :readers or between grade levels. (See Table V) 
See Table VI for mean scores mf oral anxiety. 
TABLE III 
AN ANALYSIS OF V,AR.IANCE TABLE FOR CHILDREN'S MANIFEST 
ANXIETY SCALE FOR READING GROUPS BY GRADE LEVEL 
S1:mrce of 
Variation 
Reading Groups 
Grade Levels 
Reading Groups 
by Grade Leve.I. 
Within Variation 
Total 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
1 
1 
1 
68 
71 
N.S. - Not Significant 
Sum of 
Squares Mean Square 
0& 68056 OQ68056 
3.12500 3.12500 
17.01384 17.01384 
5114.0547 5 75.20669 
5134.87415 
TABLE IV 
MEAN PERFORMANCE ON CMAS BY READING GROUP 
AND GRADE LEVEL 
Reading Greup Grade Level Mean CMAS 
Ave.rage 1-.3 17 .33 
Average 4-6 16.17 
Se:11e.re 1-3 16.78· 
Severe 4,.6 17 ~56 
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F 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
TABLE V 
AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLJ:i; OF ORAL ANXIETY (RAT) 
BY READING GROUP AND GRADE LEVEL 
Source of 
Var:i.ati0n 
Readi.ng Groups 
Grade Levels 
Reading Groups 
Grade Lev(~l. s 
Within Variance 
Total 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
1 
1 
1 
68 
71 
NoS. - Not Significant 
Sum of 
Squares 
3.55556 
3.55556 
12~50005 
303.88884 
323050000 
TABLE VI 
Mean 
Squares 
3.55556 
3.55556 
12.50005 
4.46895 
MEAN PERFORMANCE ON ORAL ANXIETY (RAT) BY READING GROUP 
AND BY GRADE LEVEL 
F 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
Reading Gr01.1p Grade Level Mean Oral Anxiety 
1-3 2.61 
Aver.age 4-6 
Seve.re 1-3 L33 
Severe 4.-6 1. 72 
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Results of the analysis of variance for intelligence indicated 
that there were no significant differences between children in grades 
1-3 and grades 4-60 However, there was a significant difference in 
lQ between children in the average reading group and children in the 
severely disabled reading group. (See Table VII)· Comparing means by 
t-tests., it was feund that the severely retarded readers in grades 1-3 
were significantly lower in IQ scores than average and severely retard-
ed readers in grades 4-60 Differences were significant at the .05 
level. Average readers in grades 1-3 and severely retarded readers in 
grades 1-3 were not statistically significant. (See Table VIII for 
Mean IQ Scores) 
TABLE VII 
AN ANALYSIS OF VARIA.NCE TABLE OF INTELLIGENCE BY 
READING GROUP AND BY GRADE LEVEL 
Source of Degrees of 
Variation Freed0m 
Reading Group 1 
Grade Level 1 
Reading Gr0up 
Grade Level l 
W:l.thin Variance 68 
Total 71 
* - Significant at the 005 level 
Sum of 
Squares 
127 5.12508 
66.12502 
78.12491 
1063lo27529 
12050-065027 
Mean 
Square 
1275.12508 
66.12502 
78 .12•\91 
156.34228 
F 
8.15* 
Reading 
Ave rag,:::: 
Average 
S,3:vere 
Severe 
TABLE VIII 
MEAN IQ SCORES FOR READING GROUPS 
BY GRllDE LEVEL 
Group Grade Level 
1-3 
£.f-6 
1-3 
4-6 
Statistical Design 
Mean IQ 
1000 722 
107.222 
96. 722 
107 .055 
The statistical method selected for testing the significance of 
approach-avoidance atti.tudes toward reading was a 5 x 3 x 2 x 2 x 2 
factorial design with. repeated measures, Case 1 9 (Winer~ 1962)e The 
flrst factor the. RAT and has 5 levels. Each level repre-
sents one of the 5 pictures or a different reading situation. The 
second factor represented the cognitive, affective, and fantasy levels 
of think~ feel~ and wish and thus has 3 levels. The third factor 
represented approach-avoidance and cmntains 2 levelsj approach and 
avoidance. The fourth factor represented reading ability or group and 
has 2 levelsg average and severely retarded readers. The fifth factor 
represented grade level an.d includes two levels~ grade.s. 1-3 and grade~; 
R,':l.w s,:::o:re data~ approach and avoidance scores fron, the RAT~ wr.:.re. 
used for the factorial design. 
TlH~ stei.tisti.cal computations for: this factorial design were done, 
at. the University Computer Centers Oklahoma State University o 
Pe.arson produc.t-,i:noment c:orr·~lations were calculated between the 
Reading Rating Behavior Scale and total scores for approach and avoid-
ance attit11des on th.e RATo Other variables were also correlated using 
the Pearson product··moment co:crelation coefficient. 
These con:elations were also calculated at the University Computer 
" Centero 
Summary 
This chapter has described the Sumner Reading Program at Oklahoma 
State University:i the sample selected for the study, the tests used to 
measure attitudes toward :reading and the tests used to measure reading 
pE~Jcforrnan::.:.:e. and bel1avior:so 
The sample consisted of male childrenwith one to six years of 
grade school. Subject variables of age, intelligence, and anxiety were 
the use of a 2 x 2 analysis of variance. 
The measuring instrument of attitudes toward reading was the RATo 
The RAT was ccmstructed to ascertain attitudes toward reading and it 
was assumc;!d that pictorial and verbal methods were the best media to 
represent different reading situations. Inter-rater reliability coef-
Hci.ents in the • 90s were reported for the scoring system which sug-
gest high reliability. Test-retest reliability coefficients appear to 
be consistent with reliability coefficients for other projective 
techniqueso However; most fail to r:eport such statistics (Murstein,i 
1963) 0 
The major stad.stical design used to analyze attitudes toward 
reading was a 5 x 3 x 2 x 2 x .2 factorial design. Pearson product= 
m0ment co:rT(,lat:i.ons were used to measure relationships between differ= 
ent. va:riableso 
CHAPTER IV 
STATISTICAL RESULTS 
lntroduetiGn 
This chapter contains a detailed aceeunt ef the statistical treat-
ment of the data, the analysis of the results, and the extent to which 
the various hypotheses were supported er rejectedo The chapter is 
divided inte twe major sections: the first presents the results of the 
facterial design of appreach and aveidance attitudes and the second 
centaias the cer.relatieaal analyses ef the datao 
Factorial Design of Approach and 
Avoidance Attitudes 
The factorial design of approach and avoidance scores indicated 
that there were significant differences and interactional effects. 
(See Table IX) 
Factor 1 (Reading Groups) was found to be significant, which indi-
cated that there were significant differences between average and 
severely retarded readers in their approach and avoidance attitudeso 
Factor 2 (Grade Level) was found to be not significa~t by itself, in 
terms of differences in approach and avoidance scoreso The interaction 
ef Factor l {Reading Groups) and Factor 2 (Grade Level) was not signi-
fieant., Factor 3 (Pictures= Different Reading Situations) was found 
to be significants which indicated that there was signifieatit~feirie1!'1lie®s 
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between attitudes toward reading in terms of ~ifferent reading . 
situatiotlso The iateraetion -between Faeto:t 1 (Reading Groups) and 
Factor 3 (Pictures) and.the interaction between Factors 3, 1, and 2 
were not s:i.gnifieanto However, the interaction between Factor 3 
(Pictures) and Factor 2 (Grade Level) was significant .. Factor 4 
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(Approaeh-Avoidaaee Scores) was found t0 be not significant by itself., 
However, there was a significant interaction. between Factor 4 (Approach 
and Av0idance Scores) and Factor l (Reading Groups), which i.ndicated 
. . . 
that approach and avoidance scores were significantly different for 
average and severely retarded readerso The interactions of approach 
and avoidance scores with grade level and.with reading groups and grade 
level were net significant. Factor 5 (Think, Feel, Wish) was found to 
be significant which indicated that there were significant differences 
among the components of attit:uc:leso There were·no significant differ-
ences between Factors 5 and 2, 5 and l, or among Factors 5, 1, and 2o 
This indicated that there were significant differences among think, 
feel, and wish aspects of attitudes which were not related to reading 
groups or grade level .. 
Thare was a significant interaction between Pictures and Approach 
and Av0idanee, and between Pictures and Thi:nk, Feel, and Wishi as well 
as a significant interaction betweet1 Pictures, Approach and Avoidance, 
and Think, Feel, and Wisho These interactions indicated that there 
were significant differences in attitudes toward reading based on the 
reading situation, approach and avoidaace, and the components think, 
feel, and wisho The interaction between Approach and Avoidance scores, 
the components of Think~ Feel 9 and Wish9 and Reading Groups was not 
significanto 
TABLE IX 
AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE OF APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE 
SCORES IN TERMS OF SEVERELY RETARDED AND AVERAGE 
READERS, GRADE LEVEL, PICTURES, APPROACH-
AVOIDANCE, AND THINK, FEEL, WISH 
Source df MS F 
BETWEEN SUBJECTS 71 
l (Reading Groups) l 5.60185 U.31846 
2 (Grade Level) l .. 18519 
12 1 .26667 
S/12 68 .49493 
WITHIN SUBJECTS 2088 
3 (Pictures) 4 .96134 4.44653 
.31 4 .19329 
32 4 • 70949 3.28163 
312 4 .20069 
3xS/12 .. 272 . .. 21620 
4 (Approach-
Avoidance) ]. 14.01666 3.45176 
41 l 85.60184 21.08045 
42 l 2.40000 
412 l 018519 
4xS{L2 68 .. 4.006072 
5 (Think, Feel, Wish) 2 4.05185 22.28985 
51 2 .45741 2.51628 
52 2 • 09074 
512 2 .40555 2 .. 23099 
. ·5xS/12 136 .. 18178 
34 4 5.69607 5.49193 
341 4 1.76042 
342 4 lo2l829 
3412 4 lo46412 
34xS/12 2.72 1..03717 
Dib 
35 8 .. 54954 2064087 
351 8 .19815 
352 8 .12893 
3512 8 .,21458 
35xSll2 544 020809 
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** 
** 
* 
N.S., 
** 
** N.S • 
N.S .. 
** 
** 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Souree 
WITHIN SUBJECTS 
45 
451 
452 
4512 
45xS/12 
345 
3451 
3452 
34512 
345xS/12 
df 
2 
2 
2 
2 
136 
8 
8 
8 
8 
544 
TOTAL 2159 
* Significant at the oOl level 
** Significant at the .,OS level 
NoSo Not Significant 
MS 
24 .. 10555 
2.03519 
.,95000 
.09630 
.67126 
1.,28842 
.63472 
Q26134 
.. 18031 
.. 42170 
F 
35 .. 91089 ** 
3003189 NoSo 
3005529 ** 
Tests of significance of the differeaees between all possible 
pairs of means were made by the use of the Newman-Keuls Procedures 
(Winer, 19€2 ~ po 309),, All differences reported were significanto 
Differences Betweetia Average and Disabled Readers 
In all cases where there were significant differences between 
average and severely disabled readers in terms of their avoidance 
scores, the di.sabled readers had significantly higher scores.. This 
indicated that disabled readers had significantly greater avoidance 
attitudes toward reading than average readerso 
Ott a number of cards 9 the disabled readers had significantly 
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higher avoidant wish scores than did the average readerso Disabled 
readers in the 1st-3rd grades had significantly higher avoidant wish 
responses on Card IV than& (1) average readers in the 1st-3rd grades 
on Cards II 9 IIIi> IV 51 and Vi> and (2) average readers in the 4th-6th 
' 
grades on Cards IV and Vo Disabled readers in the 4th-6th grades had 
significantly higher avoidant wish responses on Cards I and V thani 
( 1) average readers i.n the 1st-3rd grades on Cards II, III, .and V 1 and 
(2) average readers in the 4th-6th grades on Cards IV and Vo (See 
Table X) 
T~LE x1 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AVERAGE AND SEVERELY DISABLED 
READERS IN AVOIDANT WISH RESPONSES 
Pictures: 1 2 3 4 
Group 3 x x x 
Group 4 x 
Group 1 x 
Group 2 x 
5 
x 
x 
x 
1 A similar codi.ng system has been used for Tables X-XXV o Group 1 
represe:nts disabled readers in Grades 1-3.. Group 2 represents disabled 
readers in Grades 4-60 Group 3 represents average readers., grades 1-30 
Group 4 represents average readers, Grades 4-60 On each table~ identi-
cal latte.rs above and below the dividing double line are significantly 
different from each athero For example 9 in Table x, all letters above 
the double line are significantly different than those letters below 
this lineo The same is true for all other letters used in other tableso 
In addition 11 the higher scores are found represented on the bottom half 
of the tableo For. example 9 in Table X9 an x below the double line means 
this parti.cular score was significantly higher than all x 0 s above the 
lineo This coding holds for Tables X-XXVo 
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Disabled readers had significantly higher avoidant think responses 
on a number of cards th~n did the average readers. Disabled readers in 
the 1st-3rd grades had significantly higher avoidant think responses on 
Cards II, Ill, and V thans (1) average readers in the 1st-3rd grades 
on Cards II, III, IV, and V and (2) average readers in the 4th-6th 
grades on Cards I and Vo Disabled readers, grades 4-6, had signtfi-
eantly higher avoidant think responses on Cards I, III, and V than: 
(1) average readers, grades 1-J, on Card II, and (2) average readers, 
grades 4-6, on Card I and V4 (See Table XI) 
Group 3 
Group 4 
Group 1 
Group 2 
TABLE XI 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AVERAGE AND SEVERELY DISABLED 
READERS IN AVOIDANT THINK RESPONSES 
Pictures: 1 2 3 4 
x x 
e x 
b e 
5 
x 
a 
d 
Disabled readers had significantly higher avoidant feel responses 
on a number of cards than average readerso Disabled readers, grades 
1-3, had significantly higher avoidant feel responses on Card III thani 
(1) average readers 9 grade.s 1-3, on Cards I and v, and (2) average 
readers, grades 4-6, on Cards I, III, IV, and Vo Disabled readers, 
grades 4-6, had significantly higher avoidant feel responses on Cards 
II and V thang (1) average readers 9 grades 1-3, on Card I, and (2) 
average readersg grades 4-6 9 on Cards I, III, IV, and v. (See Table 
XII) 
TABLE XII 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AVERAGE AND SEVERELY DISABLED 
READERS IN AVOIDANT FEEL RESPONSES 
Pictures: 1 2 3 4 
Group 3 a 9 x 9 c 
Group 4 a 9 x a,x x 
Group l x 
Group 2 
5 
ai,x 
x 
c 
When think responses of average readers were compared to wish 
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responses of disabled readers 9 there were some significant differenceso 
(See Table XIII) It is interesting to note 9 however, that there were 
no significant differences in avoidant think responses of average 
readers on Cards 11 9 III 9 and IV (grades 4-6) and avoidant wish re-
sponses of disabled readerso 
Group 
THINK 
TABLE XIII 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AVOIDANCE THINK RESPONSES 
OF AVERAGE READERS AND AVOIDANCE WISH 
RESPONSES OF DISABLED READERS 
Pictures: 1 2 3 4 
3 z z,x,m,o x,m,o x,m,o 
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5 
allb,o 
Group 4 x x,z,m,o 
Group 1 z z b x 0 
WISH 
Group 2 a,x m a,x a,x 
There were some significant differences between avoidant think 
responses of average readers and avoidant feel responses of disabled 
readers. The former were significantly lower than the latter. (See 
Table XIV) 
Disabled readers had some significantly higher avoidant think 
responses tha'(l avoidant feel reponses of average .readerso (See Table 
XV) In addition, disabled readers had may higher avoidant wish re-
sponses than avoidant feel responses of average readerso (See Table 
XVI) 
Group 
TABLE XIV 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AVOIDANCE THINK RESPONSES 
OF AVERAGE READERS AND AVOIDANCE FEEL 
RESPONSES OF DISABLED READERS 
Pic.tures& l 2 3 
3 b,a,o b,o 
THINK 
FEEL 
Group 4 o,b,z 
Group l b 
Group 2 b a,z 
TABLE 'X!J 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AVOIDANCE FEEL RESPONSES 
OF AVERAGE AND AVOIDANCE THINK RESPONSES 
OF SEVERELY DISABLED READERS 
Pictures g · 1 · 2 3 4 
Group 3 a,e 
FEEL 
Group 4 a a 
Gr@up 1 a 
THINK 
Group 2 
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4 5 
b b 
b,o 
0 
5 
a 
a 
c 
FEEL 
WISH 
TABLE XVI 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AVOIDANCE FEEL RESPONSES OF 
AVERAGE READERS AND AVOIDANCE WISH RESPONSES 
OF SEVERELY DISABLED READERS 
Pictures:· 1 2 3 4 
Group 3 bllx 11m,z x a 
Group 4 x x x,m 
Group l 
Group 2 a,x,b z a,x 
5 
x 9mllz 
a,m 
a,x,m 
Differences in Approach Attitudesof Average and Disabled Readers 
Disabled and average readers did not differ as frequently in 
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their approach scores as they did in their avoidance scoreso The only 
significant diff erenc,es existed between disabled and average readers 
wish approach scores and between disabled wish approach scores and 
average feel approach scores .. 
Average readers had significantly higher approach wish scores en 
Card V than. disabled readers, grades 4-6 11 on Cards II, 111 9 and IV .. 
There were no significant differences between disabled readers 9 grades 
1-3 11 and good readers on wish approach scores .. (See Table XVII) 
Average readers had some significantly higher approach feel scores 
than disabled readers wish approach scores .. (See Table XVIII) 
Group 1 
Group 2 
TABLE XVII 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SEVERELY DISABLED 
AND AVERAGE READERS IN APPROACH 
WISH RESPONSES 
Pieturesi 1 2 3 
a a,x 
4 
x 
Group 3 
Group 4 
WISH 
F'EEL 
TABLE XVIII 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN APPROACH WISH RESPONSES 
OF SEVERELY DISABLED READERS ANDAPPROACH 
FEEL RESPONSES OF AVERAGE READERS 
Pictures: 1 2 3 4 
Group l 
Group 2 a x b 1 x x 
Group 3 a,x x 
Group 4 b 
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5 
x 
a 
5 
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Disabled Approach and Averaae Avoidance Attitudes 
There were some significant differences between approach attitudes 
of disabled readers and avoidance attitudes of average readerso In 
cases where sigttificant differences existed, the avoidance scores of 
average readers were higher than the approach scores of disabled 
readerso (See Tables XIX 9 xx, and XX!) 
Group 1 
Group 2 
Group 3 
Group 4 
TABLE XIX· 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN APPROAGH WISH RESPONSES 
OF DISABLED READERS AND AVOIDANCE WISH 
RESPONSES OF AVERAGE READERS 
Pieturesg 1 2 3 4 
x,a· x,a 
a,x a,x x,a x 
x 
a 
5 
x 
APPROACH 
THINK 
AVOIDo 
WISH 
AVOID. 
FEEL 
APPROACH 
WISH 
TABLE XX 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN APPROACH THINK RESPONSES 
OF DISABLED READERS AND AVOIDANCE WISH 
RESPONSES OF AVERAGE READERS 
Pictures a 1 2 3 
Group 1 
Group 2 a,x 
Group 3 x 
Group 4 a 
TABLE XXI 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN APPROACH FEEL RESPONSES 
OF DISABLED READERS AND AVOIDANGE WISH 
RESPONSES OF AVERAGE READERS 
Pictu~es: 1 2 3 
Group 1 a 
Group 2 x 
Group 3 x 
Group 4 a 
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4 5 
4 5 
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Differences Within Reading Groups 
Results indicated that there were significant differences within 
the group of average readers, as well as within the group of disabled 
readerso All of these within group differences were in the avoidance 
responseso Thus 51 within the group of average readers there were some 
significant differences in their avoidance scores and within the group 
of disabled readers there were some significant differences in their 
avoidance scoreso 
Intrawgroup Differences Among Average Readers 
There were some. significant differences among average readers in 
their avoidance scares. Wish avoidance responses, grades 4-6, on Card 
Ill were significantly higher than the think avoidance responses of 
1st-3rd graderso In addition9 the wish avoidance responses of 1st-3rd 
graders were significantly higher than their think avoidance responseso 
(See Table XXII) 
THINK 
WISH 
TABLE XXII 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AVOIDANCE THINK ANO AVOIDANCE 
WISH RESPONSES OF AVERAGE READERS 
Pictures: l 2 3 4 
Group 3 x x x x 
Group 3 x 
Group 4 x 
5 
x 
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There were also some significant differences between the feelings 
and wishes of good readers in the 1st-3rd grades and 4th-6th gradeso 
(See Table XXIU) 
TABLE XXIll 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AVOIDANCE FEEL AND AVOIDANCE 
WISH RESPONSES OF AVERAGE READERS 
Pictures: l 2 3 4 
FEEL Group 3 x 
Group 3 x 
WISH 
Group 4 x 
Intergroup Differences Am0ng·Disabled Readers· 
5 
x 
Disabled readers differed among themselves in their avo.idance 
scoreso This was consistent with the finding for average readers. 
On a number of cards, wish avoidance responses of disabled 
readers, grades 4-6, were significantly higher than the think avoidance 
responses of disabled readers, grades 1-30 Wish avoidance responses 
of 4th-6th graders were also higher than their think avoidance re-
sponseso (See Table XXIV) 
THINK 
WISH 
TABLE XXIV 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AVOIDANCE THINK AND AVOIDANCE 
WISH RESPONSES FOR DISABLED READERS 
Pictures: 1 2 3 4 
Group 1 b,c,z,a;x a;x;e· a;x 
Group 2 a,x,e a,z,e,d 
Group l x 
Group 2 a 9 d e x c 
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5 
z 
Wish avo~dance scores, grades 4-6 9 were significantly higher than 
feel avoidance scores 9 grades 1-3 9 on many cardso (See Table XXV) 
TABLE XXV 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AVOIDANCE FEEL AND AVOIDANCE 
WISH RESPONSES OF DISABLED READERS 
Pictures: 1 2 3 4 
Group 1 a a 
FEEL 
Group 2 a,x 
Group l x 
WISH 
Group 2 a x 
5 
a 
z 
z 
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Correlational Analysis 
Pearson's product-moment correlations were used to measure the 
relationships betwee·n the variables correlated in this sectiono 
Cgmponents of Attitudes· 
Significant relationships we·re found among the c0mponents of 
approach attitudes toward reading. Think, feel, and wish approach 
scores were related to each other for both average and severely dis-
abled readerso (See Table XXVI) 
TABLE XXVI 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMPONENTS OF APJ>ROACH ATTITUDES 
Group N Think and Feel 
Approach 
Think and Wish 
Approach 
Feel and Wish 
Approach 
1 18 .42 N.·s. 
.69 ** .43 N.S. 
2 18 
.73 ** .65 ** .40 N.S. 
Total 36 
.57 ** .65 ** .41 * 
3 18 
.61 ** .54 * .38 N.S • 
4 18 .25 N.S. • 34 N.S. 
.65 ** 
Total 36 .46 * .44 * .48 ** 
Overall Total 72 
.. 55 ** o.59 ** .52 ** 
N.,S. Not Significant 
** 
Significant at the .01 level 
* 
Significant at the .os level 
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There were significaat relationships among the components of 
avoidance attitudeso Think, feel, and wish, avoidance scores were re-
lated to each other for both average and severely disabled readerso 
All correlations were significant. (See Table XXVII) 
TABLE XXVII 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMPONENTS OF AVOIDANCE ATTITUDES 
Group 
l 
2 
Total 
3 
4 
Total 
N 
18 
18 
36 
18 
18 
36 
Think and Feel 
Avoidance 
.58 ** 
.11 ** 
066 ** 
054 * 
.64 ** 
.59 ** 
Overall Total 72 068 ** 
NoSo Not Significant 
** Significant at the .01 level 
* 
Significant at the .05 level 
Approach and Avoidance Attitudes 
Think and Wish 
Avoidance 
.66 ** 
.73 ** 
.68 ** 
.69 ** 
.69 ** 
.69 ** 
.74 ** 
Feel and Wish 
Avoidance 
.62 ** 
.49 
** 
051 ** 
046 NoSo 
070 ** 
.56 ** 
061 ** 
Approach and avoidance attitudes were significantly related to 
each othero Tne relationships were negativeo Correlation coefficients 
ranged from -.73 to -0920 All were significant at the .01 level. (See 
Table XXVIII) 
TABLE XXVIII 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TOTAL AP·PROACH AND TOTAL 
AVOIDANCE ATTITUDES 
Group N Approach and Avoidance 
1 18 
.. 087 ** 
2 18 
-.92 ** 
Total 36 ... 90 ** 
3 18 
-· 74 ** 
4 18 
-.74 ** 
Total 36 
.... 73 ** 
Overall Total 72 
-.85 ** 
** Significant at the .01 level 
Attitudes, Age1 and IQ 
There were no significant relationships between attitudes toward 
reading and intelligence or aae for the average and severely disabled 
reade-rs.- (See-Table XXVIX) 
Attitudes and-Reading Behavior 
There were no significant relationships between attitudes toward 
reading and reading behavior in a group situation. (See Table XXX) 
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Group 
1 
2 
Total 
3 
4 
Total 
Overall Total 
TABLE XXIX 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE 
ATTITUDES AND IQ AND AGE 
N Approach Avoidance Approach 
and IQ and IQ and Age 
18 -020 No So 032 N .. S. 038 N.,S. 
18 o.32 N.So -.,34 NoSo 022 N .. S. 
36 • 02 N.S. .OO N .s . .u N.S. 
18 -.,18 No So 022 N.,S. .23 N.S. 
18 .,36 N.So .. 02 N.,S., ol5 N.S. 
36 006 No So .,10 N.S. .06 N.S • 
72 .. 18 No So 012 N.S. • 03 No So 
N.S .. Not Significant 
TABLE XXX 
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Avoidance 
and Age 
- .. 43 No So 
- .. 21 NoSo 
.16 N.S. 
-.,30 NoSo 
.,OO N.S. 
.04 No So 
.oo No So 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE ATTITUDES 
AND APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE READING BEHAVIOR 
Reading 
Group 
N Oral Avoid .. 
Behavior & 
Avoid .. Att .. 
Average 27 woOl NoSo 
Disabled 26 
NoSo Not Significant 
Oral Approach Silent Avoid., 
Behavior & Behavior & 
Approach Att. Avoid. Att. 
006 NoSo 
oOl NoSo .. 01 N.S. 
Silent Appo 
Behavior & 
App .. Att .. 
ol8 NoSo 
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Reading Behavior 
There were no significant relationships between oral approach and 
avoidance behavior9 and silent approach and avoidance behavioro There 
were significant relationships between silent and oral avoidance be-
havior for both average and severely disabled readerso There was also 
a significant relationship between silent and oral approach behavior 
for average readers. This relationship was not significant for severe-
ly disabled readerso (See Table XX.XI) 
TABLE XX:Xl 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE 
READING BEHAVIOR 
Readina 
Group 
Disabled 
Average 
N 
33 
36 
Oral Appo 
& Avoid .. 
NoSo Not Significant 
Silent App .. 
& Avoid. 
** Significant at the .. 01 level 
Reading Behavior 2 Age 2 and IQ 
Silent & 
Oral App. 
.,06 NoSo 
080 ** 
Silent & 
Oral Avoido 
068 ** 
.. 77 ** 
There were no significant relationships between reading behavior 
and age or intelligence .. (See Tables XXXII and XXX:III) 
TABLE XXXII 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ORAL APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE 
READING BEHAVIOR AND IQ AND AGE 
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Reading. 
Group 
N Or.al Appo 
Behavior 
& IQ 
Oral Avoido 
Behavior 
& IQ 
Oral Appo 
Behavior 
& Age 
Oral Avoido 
Behavior 
& Age 
Average 27 017 NoS .. 
Disabled 26 025 NoSo -.21 NoSo 
NoSo Not Significant 
TABLE XXXIII 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SILENT APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE 
READING BEHAVIOR AND IQ AND AGE 
Reading N Silent Appo Silent Avoid .. Silent Appo Silent Avoido 
Group Behav:i.or Behavi.or Behavior Behavior 
& IQ & IQ & Age & Age 
Average 27 003 No So -oll No So oOO NoSo -oll No So 
Disabled 26 ol2 NoSo -004 NoSo -.,18 NoSo 022 NoSo 
No So Not Signi.fic.ant 
Att:i.tudes and Anxiety 
There were significant relationships between attitudes toward 
reading and anxiety as measured by the Children's Manifest Anxiety 
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Scaleo There was a negative relat:f.onship between approach attitudes 
and anxiety for the average readersG The relationship between approach 
attitudes and anxiety for the severely disabled readers was positiveo 
The relationship between avoidance attitudes and anxiety for the severe-
ly disabled readers was negative; for the average readers 9 it was posi-
tiveo (See Table XXXIV) 
TABLE XXXIV 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE ATTITUDES 
AND THE CHILDREN°S MANIFEST ANXIETY SCALE (CMAS) 
Group N Approach and CMAS 
l 18 043 
2 18 037 
Total 36 039 
3 18 -o5'9 
4 18 -027 
· Total 36 =o48 
Overall Total 72 =o06 
NoSo Not Significant 
** Significant at the 001 Level 
* Significant at the 005 level 
Oral Anxiety 
No So 
NoSo 
* 
** No So 
** 
No So 
Avoidance and CMAS 
-,,34 NoSo 
~o38 No So 
=o35 
* 
049 * 
014 NoSo 
034 * 
=o02 NoSo 
There were no signd.fic.ant relationships between oral anxiety and 
oral approach behavior in the reading situationo There wasas:ng:mfll~~ 
relationship between @ral anxiety and oral avoidance behavior for 
the average readers but not for the severely disabled readerso There 
was no significant relationship between oral anxiety and anxiety 
measured by the Childrenns Manifest Anxiety Scaleo (See Table XXXV) 
TABLE XXXV 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ORAL ANXIETY AND ORAL APPROACH 
AND AVOIDANCE BEHAVIOR AND CMAS 
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Reading 
Group 
N Oral Approach 
and Anxiety 
Oral Avoi.do 
and Anxiety 
Oral Anxiety 
and CMAS 
Disabled 26 
Average 27 061 ** 
NoSo Not Significant 
** Significant at the oOl level 
Anxiety and Reading Behavior 
There were no significant relat:i,onshi.ps between anxiety as measur-
ed by the Children 1 s Manifest Anxiety Scale and reading behavior in 
the oral and silent reading situaticmo (See Table XXXVI) 
TABLE XXXVI 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ANXIETY AND APPROACH AND 
AVOIDANCE READING BEHAVIOR 
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Reading N Oral Avoido Oral Appo Silent Avoido Silent Appo 
Group & CMAS & CMAS & CMAS & CMAS 
Disabled 27 -olO NoSo -021 NoSo - .. 17 NoS~ -004 NoSo 
Average 26 .. 10 N.S. .06 N.S. .oa N.s .. -.08 N.,S • 
No So Not Significant 
Mean Performance of R~ding Behavior 
The average readers had significantly higher approach behaviors 
in the oral and s!len.t reading si tuati.ons that the severely disabled 
readerso Also, the severely disabled readers had significantly higher 
avoidance behaviors in the oral reading situation than the average 
readers .. There were no significant differences between the reading 
groups in avoidance behavior in the silent reading situation .. (See 
Table XXXVlI) 
Group N 
Average 36 
Disabled 33 
TABLE XXXVII 
MEAN SCORES ON ORAL APPROACH AND AVOIDANCE 
READING BEHAVIOR 11 AND SILENT APPROACH 
AND AVOIDANCE READING BEHAVIOR 
BY READING GROUPS 
Oral Approach Oral Avoido Silent Appo 
1415 .. 888 ** 19500444 21830833 ** 
8920424 2949 .. 151 * 14920 727 
NoS_o Not Significant 
**. Significant at the oOl level 
* 
Significant at the 005 level 
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Silent Avoido 
12190972 N.So 
16.540364 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
Introduction 
Attitudes toward reading were conceptualized in terms of approach 
and avoidance categories 9 including three components for each attitudei 
think 9 feel 9 and wisho Reading behavior was also conceptualized in 
terms of approach and avoidance categorieso 
This chapter provides a discussion of results, suggestions for 
additional research9 and a summary of the study,, The statistically 
significant findings werei 
lo There were differences in attitudes toward reading between 
reading ability groupso 
2o There were no differences in attitudes based on grade level., 
3o There were differences in attitudes based on the different 
readi.ng situat.ionso 
4o There was an interaction between grade level and pic.tureso 
5o There was an interaction between approach~avoidance and 
readins groupso 
60 There were differen(-:.es between components of attitudes" 
7 o There was an b11terac.tion bet.ween pictures and approach= 
avo:idarwe. o 
80 There was an interaction am.ong pictures 9 approach=avoi,dance 9 
and compcH11ents of at.t:i..tudeso 
10 
9o Disabled readers had higher think 9 feel 9 and wish avoidance 
scores than average readerso 
lOo Avoidant wish responses of disabled readers were higher than 
think and feel avoidance responses of average readerso 
llo Avoidance feel and think responses of disabled readers were 
higher than think and feel avoidance responses of average 
reader so 
l2o Average readers had higher approach scores than disabled 
readerso 
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130 Card III elicited higher avoidance scores for average readers 
than approach scores for disabled readerso 
140 There were differences between avoidance scores for average 
reader so 
150 There were differences between avoidance scores for disabled 
readerso 
l6o The components of attitudes were related to each othero 
17 o • There was a relat:foxu;.hip betwee1rn approach and avoidance atti ... 
tudeso 
180 There was no relatio~ship between attitudes and age or !Qo 
l9o There was no relationship between attitudes and reading 
behavioro 
200 There was no relationship between approach and avoidance 
behavioro 
210 There were relationships between approach silent and oral 
reading behavior and avoidance silent and oral reading behav-
ioro 
220 There was no relationship between reading behavior and age 
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or IQo 
230 There were relationships between attitudes and anxiety (CMAS)o 
240 There was a relationship between oral anxiety and reading 
behavioro 
250 There was no relationship between anxiety (CMAS) and reading 
behavioro 
260 There were differences between reading groups in terms of 
reading behavioro 
Significant Differences 
The major results of thli.s study supported the hypothesis that 
there was a significant difference in attitudes toward reading and 
reading level of achievemento Differences in attitudes toward reading 
were also related to the spec.ific reading situat:i.on9 the specif li.c com-
ponents of attitudes= thinkll feel 9 wish= and t.he nature oft.he atti-
tudes9 approach or avoidanceo These findings suggested that attitudes 
t.oward read:tng were quite complex and were :n..nvol ved with other fac.torso 
Thus 9 one can.mot discuss attitudes toward reading without taking into 
consideradcm reading abiUty., the particular reading situation used as 
a referent 9 grade level 0 the direction of attitudes~ approach or 
avoidance ""· and t.he c.omponents of att:il.tudeso 
Severely Disabled Readers 
The severely disabled readers displayed significantly hll.gher 
avoidance attitudes toward reading than the average readerso In terms 
of avoidance atti.tudes 9 the components of think. 9 feell. 9 wish we.re signi~ 
ficantly higher for the severely disabled readers than for the average 
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readerso It is interesting to note that the wish avoidance attitudes 
of disabled readers were significantly higher than the wish. and. the.; 
think and feel avoidance attitudes of the average readerso However, in 
no case was the think and feel compQnents of avoidance attitudes of 
disabled readers significantly higher than the wish avoidant attitudes 
of average readerso Thus, the wish component of avoidance attitudes 
appeared to reflect the strongest intensity of avoidance atti.tudes .. 
When wish avoidance attitudes of both average and disabled readers were 
compared, the remedial reading situation elicited the strongest avoid-
ance attitudes for the 1st to 3rd grade disabled readerso When avoid-
ance attitudes were compared among the disabled readers, the remedial 
reading situation still elicited the strongest avoidance attitudes .. 
Thus, for the disabled reader in the 1st to 3rd grade, the remedial 
reading situation elicited stronger avoidant responses than reading in 
class (Card I) and reading by oneself (Card V), and the oral reading 
situation (Card ll)o The one reading situation, remedial reading, 
which is perhaps most crucial in helping the young disabled reader was 
perceived as being the most unpleasant reading situationo A possible 
explanation is that Card IV which may be similar to a remedial reading 
situation showed the reading group segregated from the rest of the 
classo Many of the verbal responses to this card reflected statements 
of embarrassment and a desire to return back to one 1 s seat among the 
rest of the classo 
For the severely disabled readers in the 4th-6th grades 9 there 
was not a specific reading situation which elicited mere negative re-
sponses than other reading situationso Rather 9 these disabled readers 
displayed significantly higher avoidant attitudes on all cards and in 
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all reading s:Huation:s than average readerso When the avoidance atti= 
tudes to diffe.rent cards were t~ompa:red 9 the disabled readers i:rn the 
4th=6th grades had signif k.antly higher avoidance scores on Card I 9 
Card II 9 and Card 1.V 9 than. the d.h,abled readers in the 1st to 3rd 
gradeso Hewever 9 the difference appeared to be a function. of compar= 
ing the wish icom.po11M?.nts to the think and fee.1 co;mponentso It was neted 9 
however 9 that the wish avoidance responses to Card III by the 4th-6th 
grade disabled readers were signd.ficantly higher than the think and 
feel avoidance re,.$ponses of disabled readers in the 1st-3rd grades to 
Cards 1 9 II~ and IV o A possible explanation of the hll..gh wish avoid-
ance sc@res to Card III was suggested by the verbal statements of the 
disabled readerso Many of their statements reflected their thoughts 
that 19 the boy reading 1n the empty dassroom.n was being pu:ruished for 
various misdeedso .Am impH.c:U; a.s:swnptforA suggested by su@.h stateme.;mts 
was that the dha.blled reader had been pun:iLshed by havll..img to stay by 
himself and reado If th:i.s assumtpiQJn were true 9 then preirhap:s a teacher 
may :i .. nadvar.tent:ly co1:1diti.0Yil a\voida:aie.e a.t.ti.tudes tQward readi1itg by having 
a child stay after seh@IC)l o:r stay in from recess and read duldng this 
period of c@imf:tt.llM!imeiml.to We wwuld tM,>'.t 9 necessad.ly 9 S\Jlggest that the 
method of pu1rnishm.ennt be ch.ai@gedi rat.her 9 the u1l'>1plea:sant fe,~lings 
associated with such pmmi5hme1llit shiould n,g,t be linked t({J) the read:!l..ng 
processo This it.s espe.r;iaUy imp(ortant. w:U:h ch:Uldrel'il who already have 
a reading pr(())blemo 
The severeJly disabled i:eade:rs did ,rRfilt display hiiher approach 
scores when compared to a:¥.arage reader so There were all.so no signif i= 
ca.nt differenllC.es between disabled readers ilril te.rms of appr@a.eh scores 
to the different reading situationso Thus 9 the :spe~ifi~ reading 
situation is not an important factor in approach attitudes for disQ 
abled readers" 
Average Reade:i;:! 
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There were fe.wer sig~ifieant approach attitudes expressed by 
average readers than avoidance attitudes expressed by disabled read-
erso In comparin.g approach wish attitudes for average and disabled 
readers 9 Card V elicited the only significant differenceso Approach 
feel responses of average readers were significantly higher for Cards 
land IV than wish approach responses of the disabled readers were for 
Cards I and IVo These findings were applicable only to the 4th-6th 
grade levels of the severely disabled reederso These results indicated 
that this disabled reading iroup di.splayed the lowest approach atti-
tudes to all reading s:i.tu.ationso It was interesting to note that for 
the average readers 9 grade.a 1-3 9 the remedial reading situation elicit-
ed one of the stro~gest approach scoreso These findings suggested that 
the reading eirde is perceived favorably by average. readers 9 but not 
by disabled readerso The average readers in grades 1 ... 3 also had high 
approach scores to Card lo 
A speculative explanation as to why average readers i.n the lst=Jrd 
grades had high approach scores to Card I and IV may be relate.d to the 
fact that these two cards depicted other children participating in the 
reading proc.esso Although other children were also present in Card 11 9 
amr.iety over oral reading performance may account for the absence of 
strong approach responseso Some support was lent to this hypothesis 
by the verbal statements of average readers t0 Card Ilo They reflected 
great concern ~ver adequacy in readingo Thus 9 young children without 
reading problems may receive more pleasure when reading with their 
peers than when readina by themselveso Although such findings were 
not proven by this study 9 it does suggest an interesting hypothesis 
for further researcho 
When avoidance responses of average readers were compared to 
approach responses of disabled readers, only Card Ill elicited strong 
avoidance responseso When avoidance responses of average readers 
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were compared to each other 9 Card Ill also elicited the strongest re-
sponseso A possible explanation suggested is that average readers also 
viewed this reading situation as a form of punishmento 
Correlational Analysis 
Components of Attitudes 
The components of attitudes ( think 9 feel P wish) were signi.ficant-
ly related to each other for both approach and avoidance attitudeso 
However 9 some relationships for the specific sub-reading groups were 
not stgnificanto For approach scores, feel and wish were not signifi-
cant for average readers, grades 1 ... 3 and for disabled readers 9 grades 
1-39 and grades 4~6o Tne intercorrelations between think and feel 9 and 
think and wish approach scores 9 as well as the in,tercorrelations between 
feel and wish avoidance scores were not significantly related for the 
average readers in the lst~3rd gradeso The lack of relationship for 
these specific. results suggeste.d the influence of the different read-
ing situationso However9 the overall correlation did support the 
hypothesis that attitudes do contain at least these three componentso 
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Approach and Avoidance Attitudes 
The correlations between approach and avoidance attitudes reflect-
ed a marked neaative relationshipo High approach scores were asso-
ciated with low avoidance scores 9 and high avoidance scores were asso-
ciated with low approach scoreso 
Attitudes, Age, and IQ 
There were no significant relationships between attitudes toward 
reading and intelligence or ageo Thus the child's attitude toward 
reading appeared to be dependent on his reading experiences, especially 
in terms of reading achievement 9 and independent of intellectual and 
age factors .. 
Attitudes and Reading Behavior 
One of the most interesting findings was that attitudes toward 
reading were not related to re~ding behavior in a group situationo 
Thus» approach or avoidance attitudes had no relationship to approach 
or avoidance behavior in the oral or silent reading situationo One 
possible explanatio~ for the lack of relationship may lie within the 
Reading Behavior Rating Scaleo Perhaps the items contained in the 
Rating Scale were net indicative of approach or avoidance behavior but 
were related to some unknown third factoro Another explanation may be 
related to the specific reading situations themselves .. Since the 
reading situations usually contained only 4 or 6 children and a 
specially trained teacher 9 attitudes may have been modified by the 
environment, or not allowed to operate and affect behavioro An inter= 
esting question suggested for further research is whether or not atti-
tudes toward reading are related to reading improvement and if atti-
tude change is related to reading improv.ement. Research is currently 
under way by this investigator exploring the relationship of college 
students« attitudes toward reading and college achievemento 
Reading Behavior 
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There were no significant relationships between oral approach and 
avoidance behavior, nor between silent approach and avoidance reading 
behavioro Unlike attitudes toward reading, reading approach and avoid-
ance behaviors were not related to each othero However, there were 
marked positive relationships between avoidance behaviors in the oral 
and silent reading situations.. T.here was also a positive relationship 
for average readers between approach behavior in the oral and silent 
reading situationso Thus those students who avoided the oral reading 
situation also avoided the silent reading situation. For average 
readers, those who approached the oral reading situation also approach-
ed the silent one., This was not t:rue for di!sabled readers.. Disabled 
readers who approached the silent reading situation did not necessarily 
approach the oral reading situationo 
It is interesting to note that average readers had significantly 
higher approach behaviors in the oral and silent reading si.tuations 
than disabled readerso The severely disabled readers had significantly 
higher avoidance behaviors in the oral reading situationo In terms of 
avoidance readtn.g behavior9 the reading situation is quite importanto 
When disucssiag reading behavior 9 as well as attitudes 9 one must also 
be concerned with the specific reading situationo 
Reading Behavior12 Age and IQ 
There were no relationships between reading behavior and age or 
intelligenceo Thus, reading behavior appeared to be related only to 
variables within the reading situation or other factors not testedo 
Attitudes and Aax:lety 
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There were significant relationships between anxiety as measured 
by the Childrens' Manifest Anxiety Seale and attitudes toward readingo 
There was a negative relationship between approach attitudes toward 
reading and anxiety 9 for the average readerso Thus, the higher the 
anxiety scores, the lower the approach attitudeso There was also a 
positive relationship between anxiety and avoidance attitudes for the 
average readers; the higher the anxiety scores, the higher the avoid-
ance attitudes., 
For the disabled readers, the relationships between attitudes and 
anxiety were in the opposite directiono Approach attitudes were 
positively related to anxiety 9 WD;ile avoidance attitudes were negative= 
ly related to anxietyo Thus 9 high anxiety scores were associated with 
high approach attitudes and low anxiety scores were associated with 
high avoidance scoreso These results suggested that the reading situ-
ations may be seen as anxiety=producing by some disabled readers 9 but 
that this anxiety operates as a drive factor for these disabled read-
erso Another hypothesis might be that the high approach attitudes of 
disabled readers may result in more contact with reading situations, 
which may9 in turn9 be more anxiety producingo 
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Anxiety and Reading Behavior 
There were n.iCJ significant relationships between anxiety as measur-
ed by the Childre~ 0 s Manifest Anxiety Seale and r~ading behavioro The 
absence of a relatienship, between anxiety and reading behavior suggested 
that the CMAS w2rs not sensitive in measuring anxiety related to 
behavioro The fact that the Oral Anxiety Scale was not related to the 
CMAS lent support to the hypothesiso 
Oral Anxiety Scale and Reading Behavior 
Oral anxiety as measured by the RAT was significantly related to 
oral avoidance behavior for the average readers~ but not for the dis-
abled readerso Thus~ average readers who scored low on the Oral Anxiety 
Scale had low avoidance scores~ while those who scored high on the 
Anxiety Scale had high avoidance behaviorso This may suggest the 
avoidance items of the Reading Behavior Rating Scale were actually 
measuring anxiety behaviors as opposed to avoidance behaviorso Perhaps 
anxiety and avoidatt~e behaviors both interacted and resulted in a con-
founded measuremento This hypothesis could explain the lack of rela-
tionship between attitudes and behavioro The fact that there were no 
significant differences between silent avoidance behaviors lent further 
support to eh insensitivity of the Reading Behavior Rating Scaleo 
The fact that the aral anxiety scale was not negatively related to 
oral approach behaviors of disabled and average readers was not unusual 
since the oral approach and avoidance behaviors were not re.lated to 
each othero 
The ambiguous findings of the relationships between reading be= 
havior and other variables suggested the need for additional researcho 
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Additional instruments for measuring Reading Behavior should be con~ 
structed and correlated with one another., The relationship of reading 
behavior to reading improvement needs to be explored., The relationship 
of reading behavior to specific skills as well as that between the 
skills themselves and reading improvement may be of critical importanceo 
Thus 9 for example~ if a child has good word attack skills but avoids 
using them~ the focus of remedial treatment should be on the avoidance 
behaviors and not on the skillso Additional research could also in-
vestigate the relationship of attitudes toward reading and specific 
reading skillso Perhaps~ approach and avoidance attitudes are directly 
related to reading skills and not reading behavior., These are a few 
questions raised by this studyo 
Attitude ChangE: 
One implication of the finding that disabled readers did not have 
any significantly high approach scores is that approach attitudes need 
to be cultivated among these readerso Since approach and avoidance 
attitudes are related to each other, this further suggests that avoid-
ance attitudes should be reducedo Thus, we would recommend that a 
remedial reading program should simultaneously work on decreasing 
avoidance attitudes and in.creasing approach attitudes toward readi.ngo 
The remedial program should also take into consideration that atti-
tudes contain three components= think. 9 feel 9 and wisho Therefere 9 a 
remedial reading program should attempt to change attitudes on a cogni= 
tive 9 affec:.tive 9 and fantasy level o This research suggests tentatively 
that the fantasy level would be the most difficult!) but probably the 
most fruitful level on which to bring about changeo 
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We would further suggest that the RAT may be used to ascertain 
attitudes toward reading in general and for the specific reading situ-
ationo If a child were to have strong avoidance attitudes toward read-
ing9 in general, or to a specific reading situation, he might be asked 
- through the use of the RAT - what would make the reading situation 
funo It is our own strong bias that children are more capable of know-
ing what will be fun for them than many authorities in the fieldo Thus, 
it is suggested that the RAT might be used as an adjunct tool in re-
medial worko 
Summary 
This investigation explored the relationship between attitudes 
toward reading and reading ability. A specific projective-type test, 
The Reading Apperception Test, was constructed to ascertain such atti• 
tudeso The instrument was found to have both test-retest and inter-
score reliability. Attitudes were conceptualized in terms of approach 
and avoidance categories9 including three components to each attitude& 
think, feel and wisho A factorial design and correlational analysis 
lent support to this conceptualization of attitudes. 
The relationships of attitudes toward reading and reading behavior, 
as well as the relationship between reading behavior and reading abil-
ity, were also investigatedo Reading behavior was also conceptualized 
in terms of approach and avoidance categories and measured by the 
Readittg Behavior Rating Seale. Various eorrelational analyses suggest-
ed that the Scale may be measuring a confounded variableo 
Subjects consisted of 72 males children enrolled in the Oklahoma 
State University Swamer Reading Programo The children were classified 
ittto two major reading groupsg average readers and severely disabled 
readers. Each reading group was further divided into two sub groupss 
those in grades 1 .. 3, and those in grades 4-60 
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The general findings indicated that attitudes toward reading were 
related to reading ability, the specific reading situation, the com-
ponents of attitudes& think, feel, and wish, and the direction of atti-
tudes: approach or avoidanceo 
The severely disabled readers displayed significantly higher avoid-
ance attitudes toward reading than the average readerso The reading 
situation similar to a remedial reading situation elicited the strongest 
avoidance attitudes among the disabled readers, grades one through 
three. Many of the disabled readers perceived the remedial reading 
situation as the most unpleasant reading situation. The disabled read-
ers and the average readers perceived the picture of the child in an 
empty classroom as a punitive situationo The implications of punishing 
children by requiring that they read we:i:e discussed. The disabled 
readers did not have any significant approach attitudes toward any of 
the five reading situationso 
The average readers had significantly higher approach attitudes 
toward reading than the disabled readers. The high approach attitudes 
of the average readers, grades 4-6, appeared to be positively related 
to the presence of other children in the reading situationo One ex-
ception was the situation of a child reading in front of the classroom; 
in this situation, the approach attitudes of the average readers were 
not significantly higho 
The components of attidues were positively inter.correlated with 
each othero This suggested that attitudes contain at least three com-
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ponentsj think, feel, and wisho Approach and avoidance attitudes were 
negatively related to eaeh othero Approach and avoidance attitudes 
.were. related to anxietyo The direction of the relationship depended on 
the level of reading ability and on the direction of attitudes& 
approach or avoidanceo 
There was a lack of a relationship between attidues and reading 
behavior. The fact that oral anxiety and oral approach behavior were 
related suggested that the Reading Beh~vior Rating Seale might have 
measured behaviors confounded with anxietyo The Summer Reading Prograa 
might also have modified attitudes, without modifying behaviors. In 
terms of reading behavior, those average readers who approached the 
oral reading situation also approached the silent reading situation. 
However, disabled readers who approached the silent reading situation 
did not necessarily approach the oral reading situation. Average 
readers had significantly higher approach behavior in both oral and 
silent reading situations than disabled readers. The disabled readers 
had significantly higher avoidance behavior in the oral situation than 
average readerso 
Specific results were discussed in detail and suggestions made 
for additional researeho 
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READING BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE 
Oral Reading Behavior 
Avoidance 
lo Breathes deeply I present I absent I 
2., Perspires I :ere sent I absent I 
3., Facial grimaces, tics I present I absent I 
4o Voice tense, highly pitched I present I absent I 
5o Fidgety, excessive movement I present I absent I 
60 Stuttlering, stammering I present I absent I 
1o easily distractable I present I absent I 
8 .. giggling, laughter I present I absent I 
9 .. compalins of headaches, etc. I present I absent I 
10 .. loses place I present I absent I 
llo · coughs 9 clears throat I present I absent I 
120 refuses to read I present I absent I 
Approach 
l3o volunteers to read I present I absent I 
14 ... enjoys reading to class I present I absent I 
150 child reads ahead of turn I ,ere sent I absent I 
Silent Reading 
Avoidance 
lo Perspires I present I absent I 
2o Facial grimacesj tics I Ere sent I absent I 
3., Fidgety, excessive movement I present I absent I 
4o easily distractable I 2resent I absent I 
5o complains of headaches, etco I ere sent I absent I 
96 
6 .. asks to go to bathroom, drink, 
etc .. I present I absent I 
Approach 
7o reads on own initiative I present l absent I 
80 asks for extra material I present I absent I 
9o asks for help I eresent I absent I 
lOo talks about what he reads to 
teacher I present I absent I 
APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX C 
SCORING MANUAL FOR RAT 
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MANUAL FOR RAT CARDS 1, 11, Ill, IV, V 
Think 
Approach.Category Score 
Think: about reading, about book ab9ut story, about words 
about charaeter, about understanding, about getting 
work done, about reading hard, about lesson, about 
picture (cards 1 or 5), about learning~ -about doing 
wello = 1 
Think: about looking forward to it, likeing to read, whats 
going to happen next, about readins on own, about 
reading to the class, about being in the stol:'y, about 
reading more; thinking of story in detail - = 2 
Avoidance Category 
Think: about not having to read, not havins to stay there, 
teacher not nice, about coloring, about sitting down, 
tired of standing, about nothing, about being mad, 
about unpleasant drawing, about test, worried, not 
paying attention, getting back to seat, anxious· = 1 
Think: about going home-, school being over, playing, taking 
a nap, out of school, quitting, getting out of there, 
get back, recess, getting sick, hating school, mess-
ing up school, burning down school; themes of punish-
mento 
All Statements Prefaced by 111n Scored 2 points. 
Wish 
Approach Category 
Wish: 
Wish: 
read, read book, read story, someone would help, get 
work done, good grades, read good, better reader, 
could read, work better, read well, learn it, like 
teacher, understand, children listen to him. 
to help others, read more, school longer, stay all 
day, do all work, read all the time to the class 9 
be in story, be like person in the story, want to 
read, new books, or more bookso 
= 2 
Score 
= 1 
= 2 
Avoidance Category 
Wish: 
Wish: 
don't 1 ike to read, didn't have· to read, didn't have · 
to work9 wish for arithmetic, toys, not happy, want 
to color, wish for no tests, want to sit down, some-
body else ta read, tired, go back to seat with other 
children9 do somethingelseo 
could go home, could play, didn't have to go to 
school, new te<!lcher, didn't have a teacher, no more 
school, go to sleep, get sick, get out, fishing, 
swimming, never had to read, day didn't begin. 
AU Statements Prefaced by "I''' Scared 2 points. 
Feel 
Approach Category 
Feel: 
Feel: 
good, happy, well, interested, glad, fun, excited, 
all right, OK, fine, wonderful, pleasant, proud, 
read bett.er, read good. 
like- to read, like it, concentrating, should learn, 
like in story, how story feels (i .. e. empathy) want 
to read, be in story, read more, read on own, de-
pends on story. 
Avoidance Category 
Feel: 
Feel: 
sad, mad 9 tired, lonely, unhappy, bad, terrible, 
bored 9 ashamed, scared9 frightened, worried, un-
comfortable, don't want to be up there, embarrassed, 
stupid. 
don't like to read, somebody might laugh, can't 
stand it, like crying, like going to sleep, like 
going away, like going back to chair, like going 
outside, like no school, like playing, going home, 
going fishing, swimming, themes of punishment, have 
ta read, burn book, burning school, weekend was here. 
All Statements Prefaced by np, Scored 2 points. 
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Score 
= 1 
= 2 
= 1 
= 2 
= 1 
= 2 
Statements not fitting into an approach or avoidance category (above 
criteria) were scored zeroo 
APPENDIX D 
ATTITUDES 9 ANXIETY 9 AGE 9 AND IQ OF SEVERELY DISABLED 
AND AVERAGE READERS: GRADES 1-3 AND 4-6 
100 
Subjects 
94 
1 
3 
45 
80 
41 
62 
42 
54 
52 
91 
15 
49 
48 
59 
64 
76 
30 
ATTITUDES, ANXIETY, AGE, AND IQ OF SEVERELY 
DISABLED READERS: GRADES 1-3 
Approach Avoidance 
Think Feel Wish Think Feel Wish Age IQ 
l 3 0 7 8 10 7o33 105 
2 5 4 4 1 4 7.75 83 
0 0 0 8 8 10 6.75 104 
l 0 0 8 7 8 7 .. 33 100 
3 5 2 1 l 4 8083 114 
4 3 1 2 3 7 8.75 89 
2 4 2 6 4 8 8.08 128 
6 6 4 0 0 5 9o00 98 
5 2 5 3 4 3 8 .. 75 88 
2 4 1 6 0 7 9.17 99 
2 2 l 4 8 10 7.33 91 
6 2 6 2 l 2 8 .. 33 96 
4 2 0 3 4 7 11.25 82 
4 4 1 1 0 5 9.00 80 
2 1 0 6 7 7 8.67 105 
5 2 2 2 7 4 8.33 93 
0 0 0 8 4 7 7.50 98 
3 4 2 4 3 8 11 .. 50 88 
101 
Oral 
CMAS Anxiety 
14 2 
26 0 
3 0 
20 2 
11 0 
37 1 
21 0 
25 l 
29 0 
12 0 
15 5 
6 0 
11 0 
23 0 
15 5 
22 3 
3 0 
9 5 
Subjects 
35 
103 
73 
81 
79 
82 
36 
16 
93 
68 
17 
8 
32 
86 
9 
87 
23 
60 
ATTITUDES, ANXIETY, AGE, AND IQ OF SEVERELY 
DISABLED READERS: GRADES 4-6 
Approach Avoidance 
Think Feel Wish Think Feel Wish Age IQ CMAS 
4 4 0 1 3 4 11.00 104 19 
3 1 1 5 7 7 11.50 103 14 
6 5 5 0 1 1 10042 131 20 
3 0 0 5 7 8 10.33 93 24 
2 0 0 8 8 9 10033 105 16 
0 0 0 9 8 10 9.42 93 21 
3 6 0 1 1 6 10. 75 113 22 
3 3 1 2 2 5 10033 96 25 
5 4 4 0 2 4 11 .. 75 89 30 
4 4 1 1 5 6 11.17 98 10 
4 6 0 0 2 7 13.33 93 16 
1 1 0 8 8 10 llo42 97 3 
0 0 0 7 10 6 8.83 101 17 
4 2 0 4 7 7 10.33 80 15 
2 2 1 5 2 8 10.75 109 10 
4 5 l 4 1 10 10.83 102 24 
2 1 0 4 7 9 13.67 108 24 
2 0 0 4 7 9 12 .. 00 98 2 
102 
Oral 
Anxiety 
0 
3 
2 
0 
6 
1 
0 
0 
5 
0 
3 
10 
6 
2 
0 
1 
2 
6 
Subjects 
77 
50 
100 
19 
65 
89 
69 
58 
90 
7 
70 
71 
92 
21 
38 
55 
51 
47 
ATTITUDES, ANXIETY, AGE, AND IQ OF AVERAGE 
READERS: GRADES 4-6 
Approach Avoidance 
Think Feel Wish Think Feel Wish Age IQ CMAS 
4 .5 8 2 2 1 12033 110 14 
3 5 3 0 0 0 10.25 95 17 
3 2 0 4 7 9 11.25 98 17 
4 0 2 4 9 8 10.75 115 16 
4 5 6 0 0 0 9.83 113 8 
5 2 3 3 4 6 13025 134 21 
6 5 4 0 1 4 13.17 126 14 
2 2 1 5 3 7 10 .. 58 87 17 
7 6 6 0 3 2 10033 123 6 
3 5 5 2 2 2 8.92 112 15 
6 3 2 1 2 4 11.25 118 15 
5 2 3 1 4 3 10.83 95 14 
4 4 2 0 2 4 12.08 80 25 
3 3 3 1 5 5 10.00 92 22 
4 6 5 1 2 1 13.92 100 34 
4 6 2 2 1 ·5 10.17 111 6 
3 1 1 1 2 7 11.08 115 20 
5 3 3 0 2 3 11.42 103 10 
103 
Oral 
Anxiety 
2 
0 
1 
3 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
5 
2 
4 
0 
0 
Subjects 
6 
95 
83 
2 
74 
40 
22 
10 
5 
24 
34 
96 
4 
78 
20 
11 
67 
37 
ATTITUDES, ANXlr.:'TY, AGE, AND IO OF AVERAGE 
READERS: GRADES 1-3 
Approach Avoidance 
Think Feel Wish Think Feel Wish Age IQ CMAS 
6 4 4 0 0 1 8033 136 18 
4 4 4 0 3 2 9.00 102 13 
6 7 5 0 0 0 6.67 91 18 
4 3 l 2 2 5 8.08 83 3 
l 0 2 2 7 5 7.75 114 16 
4 5 0 2 2 10 7.00 106 19 
5 6 6 0 0 0 7.08 102 9 
5 3 5 0 1 1 8.oo 114 14 
4 10 1 1 1 8 6.83 104 27 
3 2 2 1 5 4 7.75 111 26 
6 5 6 0 4 3 7.75 99 5 
4 1 4 1 5 3 8.42 123 38 
4 7 8 0 0 0 9.42 105 6 
2 4 4 0 0 0 7.50 92 22 
4 5 5 0 3 2 6.92 · 102 8 
4 7 5 2 2 4 8.oo 120 9 
0 0 0 8 6 9 6.83 118 38 
0 1 2 l 1 6 6.92 108 27 
104 
Oral 
Anxiety 
0 
2 
0 
1 
6 
2 
2 
3 
0 
6 
2 
2 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
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